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the best blood of her defenders—let us leave
MAINE LÉGISLATURE.
Europe, a heartless spectator of our struggle
SENATE».and our despair.
America is the only coun
THURSD AY, JAN. 5.
The London Times, says—“ Between 30,- 1try worthy of affording an asylum to men
The Committee on Senatorial votes re
000 and 40,000 of the best citizens of Poland who have sacrificed every thing for freedom ; ported
that it is expedient to send for persons
are now in foreign lands.—They have the ex- Ithere Poland will be enshrined in our hearts, and papers
to determine the right of the Sen
ample of the “ Pdlisb Legion” before them, iand Heaven will perhaps bless our devotion. ators returned from Lincoln to their seats.
and intend, like it, to become a nation with
[The chairman of the Committee on the'
Interest will be Charged on all subscriptions which
out a country, till happier times restore them
FRANCE.
Senatorial votes is Dr. Swett. His name was
hemain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
to
the
banks
of
the
Vistula
and
the
possessions
DISEASE OF HORSES.
In France the government have resolved accidentally omitted in yesterday’s Journal.]
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pubDoct. R. H. Harding of Georgia, bas of their ancestors. The Poles have neither 1to create a sufficient number of Peers td carry
The President read a communication from
ishers, until all arrearages are paid.
lbe
|
ships
of
their
own
country
to
carry
them,
,
through the upper Chamber, the Bill which the Secretary of the Augusta Union Society,
broached a new theory in relation to
The publishers do not hold themselves responsible for
I
nor
colonieson
which
to
retire
:
but
they
i
has passed the Chamber of Deputies, abolish tendering to the members the use of the
supposed frequent and fatal disease of hor
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
,
an hereditary peerage.
Reading Room, or Atheneum, during the ses
ses, known as “the bots.”-His theory ¡s ! will find the means of transport across the At- ing
•
’
•lantic
from
strangers,
and
may
carry
their
charged for its insertion.
that bots are perfectly harmless, if not of san
sion.
household
gods
to
a
land
of
freeeom,
where,
GREECE.
On motion of Mr. Gardner, the vote where
atory use to the animal, and that horses are
among
the
people
who
gave
an
asylum
to
MISCELLANEOUS.
never killed by them. Horses who are sup Kosciusko, they may wait for the result of
Assassination of the President of Greece.— by the Senate assigned this day at eleven
d’Istrias, the President of Greece, was o’clock for the choice of a chaplain or chap
GROWING RICH . BY MISTAKE. posed to die from bots, he maintains die of European revolutions, and the return of more Capo
'
the cholic, and he accounts for the appear propitious days for liberty.”
assassinated at Napoli on the morning of the lains, was reconsidered.
’
“ Mr. H. was a native of Oxford, in the ance of the intestines of horses, in such
On motion of Mr. Ingalls, Ordered, That
9th Qct. as he was going to attend the service
County of Worcester, Mass.—>By inheritance cases, by the^upposition that the bot-worm
at
Church. The assassins were Constantine the several Clergymen in the town of Augus
The
Cholera.
—
The
alarm
in
respect
to
;
and industry he became comparatively rich, after the horse has died, endeavors to knaw the Cholera in England, had in a great and
George Movromicholis, the brother and ta be invited to officiate as chaplains of the
;
and was highly respected and honored ; but; its way out to the open air. The Doctor’s measure subsided. A letter from Alexandria, son
of Petro Bey, who had been in prison Senate in rotation, according to seniority. In
i
Unexpected losses thwarted his schemes ; his ’ theory will be sufficiently understood from
Egypt, dated Sept 23, states that the dis since January last. Constantine was imme the afternoon this order was amended, so as
property diminished by degrees ; he became j the following short extracts from a very sen in
ease had entirely ceased at Cairo, and that diately killed by the President’s Guards, but to include the Clergymen of Hallowell.
disconsolate and dispirited ; his pretended sible letter of his in the American Farmer :
Ordered, That Messrs. Scammon and
at Alexandria the number of cases had dimin George escaped, and took refuge in the house
friends, one by one, fell away ; and having no
“ Some years ago, a gentleman drove up to ished to 8 or 10 cases in a day. According of the French Consul, who was ignorant of Thompson be a ^mmittee to notify the Cler
fixed principle of virtue, it is by no means a tavern where I was, about mid-day, in the to the official returns published in Hungary, the crime he had committed. He refused to gymen of Augusta and Hallowell of the pas
wonderful that he became dissipated in his heat of summer ; he had a very fine pair of the cholera had visited 2,962 towns and vil give him up to the fury of the populace, but sage of the above order.
habits^ and his wife and family consequently .greys
Order from the House of Representatives,
—the horses were taken out and put in lages in that kingdom. One thousand & one engaged to deliver him into the hands of the
unhappy. About this time he ascertained that the stable
places were again free from the scourge. The magistracy as soon as a regular demand was appointing Messrs. Steele of Brownfield,
;
but
before
they
were
fed
his
boy
his debts were much more than he could pay,
Smith of Westbrook, and Wade of Wool
to inform him that one horse had the total number of cases to the!8th Oct. was 335,- made.
and that his creditors were about to adminis came
wich, with such as the Senate may join, a
734, of deaths 151,734. At Vienna (including
bots.
I
went
to
look
at
him
;
he
had
all
the
ter what he possessed. Under these circum symptoms horses generally have when the suburbs) 56 new cases,occurred on 22d—
Committee to engage some suitable gentle
Another
Insurrection
at
Pernambuco.
—
The
stances he determined to abscond, and in such thought to have bots; I begged to be allowed The total number of cases in that capital to Washington Globe contains a letter from John man of legal attainments to draft Bills and
a way as to prevent detection. Accordingly to prescribe ; but a horse doctor’s prescrip that day, 2,804 ; of deaths, 1297 : remaining, T. Mansfield, U. S. Consul at Pernambuco, Resolves for the Legislature the present ses^
sion, came up for concurrence and the Sen
he procured a new suit of clothes, selected a
was more valued ; accordingly, a chick 298. A Hamburg letter of Oct. 21st says, dated Nov. 15th, as follows :
horse from his stable, and having deposited tion
“ The cholera, I assure you, looks far more
“ I regret to inform you, that to-day, this ate concurred, and Messrs. Talbot and Smith
en
’
s
bowels
were
forced
down
the
throat,
the
his ordinary clothes and hat on the beach of horse rapidly grew worse ; another horse dreadful at a distance—it is by no means con city is in great commotion. The people un were joined.
Oq motion of Mr. Ingalls, Ordered, That
a pond, (to induce his creditors to believe he doctor told of wonders he had done with cop tagious—not an idea of it; it lies in the at der arms, &c. It is difficult to arrive at
had committed suicide) protected by the dark peras ; accordingly the horse was drenched mosphere, the air being quite sulphurous, the truth of the case ; but from the there be appointed a committee of the two
less of an autumnal night, precipitately and | with that. In a little time the other horse and we have summer weather ; besides it at best information I have obtained, it ap Houses to be denominated the Joint Stand
ing Committee on the public buildings.
silently left his native village-. He had deter-1 was
the same way ; the symptom^ tacks only the lowest class of people, hard pears that a small body, estimated at about
On motion of Mr. Sweat,
mined to seek a home in the vv^tern wilds j were taken
drinkers, people who live in other respects 150 to 200 men, have taken possession of the
exactly
similar.
I
now
again
offered
Ordered, That a summons under the seal
where his character and resources v^tei’e un my services, stating to the gentleman, that as badly, and such as these from 10 to 15 daily Fort in the Southern part of the City, having
the Senate, with the teste of the President,
known, and shaped his course to that region. both horses were fed alike, drove alike, die.”
(
doubtless many partizans in the city, whose of
attestation of the Secretary, issue to the
Late one afternoon he arrived at an inn in a
PARIS, NOV. 5.
avowed object is, to expel from the province and
’twas reasonable they might both be
Selectmen and Clerk of the town of Wiscas
village on the west branch of the Hudson &c.
The King’s projected journey to the north the Portuguese residents, with the exception set, in the county of Lincoln, and to such
taken
with
cholic,
at
or
near
the
same
with only a single dollar in 111? pocket.
of such as have intermarried with Brazilians, other persons in said town as the committee
While examining this horse and ar ern departments is indefinitely postponed.
At the inn where he stopped there happened time.
The disarmament of Europe is every mo and also to depose all Portuguese (naturalized) who have been appointed to examine the re
guing the case, news came that the first one
to be an agent of the state of New-York, dis was
dead.—The last one was now given up ment believed to be nearer at hand. Great from the offices they hold.
turns of votes from the several towns and
posing of the lands in the South Western part to my
“ This party has evidently other objects in
direction ; he was bled till he fell, one | is the consequent dissatisfaction of the war
of that state at public auction. Being dressed ounce of laudanum poured down his throat, j party, who console themselves by believing, view, and if they are enabled to accomplish plantations in the State for Senators, may di
in the garb of a gentleman, his fellow lodgers and his flanks well rqbbed ; in a little time and by attempting to pursuade every body their first (or avowed) object, we shall 1 be rect, to appear forthwith before said Commit
took him for a land speculator, who had, like he was well—the dead horse was now open else, that the peace about to become almost lieve have a change of Government.—I have tee to give evidence of what they know re
themselves, come to purchase at the sale ; he ed, -and as I expected, many bots were found,, general on the Continent will be but a hol this moment been informed, that the force specting the proceedings of the last annual
September meeting of thejnhabitants of sàid
determined to maintain the character with and his bowels perforated.”
collected on the Boa Vista side, have declared
low truce.
which they had so unceremoniously invested
that they will not march against the insurgents^ town of Wiscasset.
PARIS, NOV. 5.
“ But how comes it that the bowels of hor
him, but to be so cautious in bids as not to in ses are found perforated by bots ? If we rec
The Polish refugees who have been able giving as a reason, that they will not fight
FRIDAY, JANUARY 6.
cur a responsibility which he had no means of ollect the conduct of all insects that infest liv to reach Paris have found an asylum chiefly against their countrymen. If this report is
The Sénate joined Messrs. Webb and Pike'
meeting. He commenced bidding indiscrim ing animals, we should only expect bots to> through the efforts of General ' Lafayette. correct, the insurgents are likely to “ carry
inately and contrary to his expectation, a do as they do ; after death, worms in the; They exhibit letters which reach them every the day.” The matter will probably be deci to the committee appointed by the House to
agree with some suitable person to do thd
large tract in what is now called the “ Sus- bowels of chiklren crawl out at the mouthi post from the Prussian frontier, describing ded in the course of a few hours.”
State Printing.
quehannah country” was struck off to him. and anus very often ; lice leave thb dead,, the cruel treatment of their unfortunate breth
Mr. Thayer, from the committee appointed
His thoughts were now directed to the inven ticks loose, ffrelr hold on dead cattle as soon ren by the Russian authorities. Those who
The Coasting 'ICrade.—The Editors of the to draft rules and orders, made a report which
tion of a plan by which he could get rid of as they die ; fleas will not remain on dead after the fall of Modlin, returned to seek their
his bargain without confessing his poverty. dogs or dead hogs. All insects that live on former homes and families, and who relied Philadelphia Advertiser, ¡recommend to their was read and ordered to lie on the table, af
Finally he determined to wait till the inmates or in animals, endeavor to make their escape upon the amnesty of the Russian Generallis- Eastern brethren to turn their attention to the terwards taken up and accepted, and one
of the house were wrapt in slumber, and then as soon as the animal dies ; and bots, so soon simo, have been, according to these letters, transportation of coa], (which business they hundred copies ordered to be printed. Thir
mount his horse ; and by taking French as the horse dies, endeavor to make their es treated with the utmost harshness when they say may be relied upon as permanent,) and ty of which are to be deposited for the use of
leave, get rid of his bargain and tavern bill cape by eating a passage out. Or else, sought the restoration of any portion of the construct vessels suitable for the trade.— the next Senate.
together. With this intention he told the knowing the animal is dead, eat a last meal spoliation perpetrated upon their property Schooners about six feet deep in the hold,
SATURDAY, JAN. 7.
nearly flat bottomed, and wall sided, with
agent that as it was late, he would attend the from choice.”
while in the occupation of the Russian sold full bows, will probably be found advantage
The
Secretary
of
the
Senate
laid on the
making of the deed and paying the ten per
“ One experiment, by opening a horse be iery. Indeed, generally, all who have not
cent, of the purchase money in the morning. fore he was fully dead, would convince all prostrated themselves before the conqueror ous, and may be navigated as in the English table a list of the business referred to this
This course being assented to, he retired to that bots were not the cause of death. The have been treated with disdain and contume coal trade, by a master and apprentices. The Legislature. Ordered to lie on the table.
quantity of coal, say they, to be transported
Order offered by Mr. Burnham for the ap
his chamber, but not to rest. Like many oth proper way to treat the horse would be to ly.
in the year 1832 will no doubt exceed that of pointment of a committee of Ways and Means
er
people
he abhorred
poverty
worsej? than
BERLIN, OCT. 24.
give an
an ounce
ounce ui
of laudanum
as nuuu
soon as he i.i
is
—. i
i
,
, ,
. •
.
j
. „
ffive
iauu<uiuiiicus
former years, and will furnish certain business was taken up and passage refused.
crime, and could not bear the idea of expo- taj-en . tben bleed until he falls ; while down
It is said that our Cabinet is seriously ne
Afternoon. Mr. Talbot from the committee
sure among those with whom he had passed
him twQ
tg of castor oi]? and mb his gotiating with the Cabinet of St. Petersburg, for a much larger number of vessels.
appointed to engage some person to draft
fora very wealthy man. After the house
hard anJ continual!y . if
If he is not
not! to divert the Northern colossus from its warWest India Trade.—The Norfolk Herald Jawsand resolves reported that they had con
became still, he cautiously descended fiom | swollen
n ihe
ie will
w;ii be almost certain to recover ; ' like intentions with respect to France, which
an advertisement of the following<as- tracted with Jas. L. Child at $3 per day.
his chamber to carry his plan into execution ; but if he swells very mnch and becomes tin- I is the subject that engages all the thoughts of contains
sorted cargo, just arrived from Nassau :—
The report was re-committed to the commit
but what was his chagrin and mortification to able
to
rise,
as
a
last
resort
fearlessly
plunge
|
the
Emperor
:
he
already
sees
Pans
reduced
CtDIU IO list/, do q. I(Xi3L 1UOU1L
“ Pine apples, and water-melons; oranges, tee.
find that his valice was locked up in the bar, a long bladed knife into his flank just where to ashes, and the Parisians at his feet asking
The committee on the Senatorial votes
and his horse in the stable, and to obtain ei there is a curl in the hair ; much air will es pardon. It is a gigantic idea, worthy of the and limes ; lemons, and cocoa nuts ; plantain
and bananas ; with 24 turtles, 400 bushels made a report, giving a list of Senators chos
ther of them was utterly out of his power.
haughty
and
enterprising
character
of
Nich

cape at the wound, and in most instances the
en. Before it was taken up, the Senate took
With feelings which may be imagined but horse will be better immediately. ’Tis proba olas, to which Prussia can oppose only the salt, and 3 sets mahogany bed posts.”
Olq what important advantages result from up the petition of Abel Merrill and others,
cannot be described, he returned to his cham ble, if this operation were performed suf language of persuasion to obtain a peace so
the opening of our ports to the British.
contesting the right of Messrs. Drummond
ber, where he passed a night of intense men ficiently soon and boldly, it would seldom advantageous to the country.
and Gardner to their seats. The report was
LONDON, NOV. 8.
tal suffering and sleepless agony. As might fail.’’
From the following paragraph, taken from in favor of excluding Messrs. Drummond and
have been expected, he deferred leaving his
The reported detention of the vessels fitting the' Eastport Northern Light of the 23d Nov. Gardner on account of an illegality in the
lodgings much beyond the ordinary hour,
against
Don Miguel
has |, it seems the fact of the release of the prison- votes of Wiscasset. Without the votes, of
There
is to be seen in
shop
Mr. out as an expedition
xucivio
... the
...I---r of ---.
v
vainly endeavoring to devise a way of escape Ritchie,
watchmaker, Dundee, a wonderful I created a strong sensation.
, ' ers at Fredericton was not known at Eastport Wiscasset, Messrs. Hodgman, Merrill, Lith
from his dilemma, when his reverie was
'
'
pure orb of | It was rumored againi to-day that disturb- on
he 20th
on gund
Sunday the
20th November
November..
gow and Groton have a small majority. The
broke by the intelligence that two gentlemen specimen of mechanism, viz. a
ances
had
broke
out
at
Brussels,
but
no
truth
exhibiting by very small golden or
The Hon. Abijah Smith of...
the —
Executive acceptance of the report was advocated by
had just arrived, and wished to speak with ! crystal,
knobs of different magnitudes, affixed can be attached to such a report.
Council, arrived in this town on Saturday Messrs. Thayer, Jngalls, Megquier, and Burn
him. Here was a new source of trouble: he had brass
the interior of the-glass, a complete view
last, and left Monday for St. John, on his way ham ; and opposed by Mr. Scammon, and de
no acquaintance in that part of the world, to
fw heavens.
hacurona
Tho
by their to Fredericton, upon matters connected with cided in the affirmative—yeas 17, nays 1«
the starry
The nnnstpllntinns.
constellations, Address to fhe
and he did not doubt but his creditors in Ox of
COUNTRYMEN IN ENGLAND AND FRANCE.
with their names in French, are most beauti
Messrs. Boutelle and Hunton were absent,
the imprisonment of our citizens.
ford had discovered his flight, and were now fully
cut in the crystal, so that the eye being
Poles 1—Confident in the enlightened spir
(C/^The above is from the Argus of the 1st and Messrs. Druipmond and Gardner were
about to strip -him of the little property he supposed to be in the centre, the globe appears
had brought away, or to carry him back to to roll over the gazer, as it were the real motion it of the age, and in the sanctity of your cause ult. and is intended as an excuse to the people excused from voting at their request.
you rose to throw off the yoke of the op for the fnoney that has been foolishly expend
disgrace. So intensely were his feelings ex of the heavens. The interior consists of an pressor.
world, in astonishment, has ed on the foolish mission of Mr. Councillor
cited, that two or three messages were sent orrery, showing at one glance the sun, the or witnessed The
your achievements ; but nations Smith. The "fact of the release of the pris HOUSE OF KEPRESENTATIVES.
before he could muster resolution sufficient to bits of the planets according to their respect whom honor,
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 4,
duty, and even interest, com oners,” by-the-by, was “known at Eastport,”
leave his chamber. At length finding that he ive distances from their common centre, the manded to assist
you, have pusillanimously _and
_ by Mr. Smith two
___or_____
AFTERNOON.
three days- before
could invent no excuse for longer delay, with phases of the moon, &c. the whole being put betrayed the common
Future ages ! be starte{] for gt. John. It was published
Ordered, That the CJerk be authorized to
a palpitating heart he descended to the two into motion by clock work, exhibiting the will show how base wascause.
their conduct, how ( b.om tb;s office ¡n a hand-bill, copied from the contract with some suitable person as assis
gentlemen who had requested an interview day, month, moon’s age, and year, as seen
with him, and he felt greatly relieved on find through the highly transparent ball which en short sighted their policy. The contest is at > Government paper at Fredericton. Notwith tant clerk, at the rate of not exceeding $2 a
end : the sword of the Autocrat has tri- 1 stan(iing this Mr. Smith proceeded to St.John, day, and the Clerk appointed Asaph R. Nich
ing them to be perfect strangers to him. circles this elegant piece of Parisian work an
umphed. Europe, by her callous indifference! recollecting,
- •
- ■ the
■ old
’1 adage—“
no doubt,
“ ----more ols of Augusta.
They immediately entered on their business
to
your
misfortunes,
participates
in
the
un

Ordered, That Messrs. Steele of Brown
manship.
days,
more
forty
shillings,
”
—
but
he
did
not,
by enquiring of Mr. H. whether he was the
hallowed act. Poland is no more : erased we believe, make himself officially known at field, Smith of Westbrook, Wade of Wool
gentleman who bought a certain tract of land
wich, with such as the Senate may join, be a
There is a singular society formed at Lin from the list of nations, she is doomed anew to that place !—Eastport Sentinel.
on the evening previous. On his replying in
committee to employ some person of legal
slavery.
the affirmative, they informed him that they coln by a few young men, called “ The Last a long
__
__ _____to
j draft bills and resolves for the
I
nfluenza
.
—
We
are
informed,
by
a
re|
attainments
!—What can we expect from
had just returned from viewing the land, that Man,” embracing the following regulation :— theCountrymen
spectable
physician
who
is
in
extensive
prac

Legislature.
conqueror
?
His
rage
and
fury
we
have
A
bottle
of
wine
is
sealed
up
in
a
neat
mahogthey had intended to have been at the sale,
Messrs. Shapleigh, Steele and Allen Were
defied, and if an unexpected effort of tice, that at least one quarter ofthe inhabitants
but were detained a day on the road by an ony case, and ata particular period of the already
humanity should attempt to spare our suffer- | of this town are sick with this prevailing and appointed a committee to engage some person
year
lots
are
cast
by
the
whole
society
to
de

extraordinary storm, and concluded by asking
to act as door-keepef. Adjourned.
ings, feelings of patriotism would be more , troublesome disease.—Eastern Argus.
him if he was disposed, for a suitable consid termine in whose care the case shall remain, deeply wounded, than they have been by ev
and that person, at Christmas, is bound to
eration, to relinquish his right to the tract ?
THURSDAY, JANUARY 5.
cruelty and torture formerly devised to
Liverpool coal is $15 in New York, and
This conversation had an astonishing effect give either a dinner or a supper to the whole ery
suppress
them
;
for
what,
short
of
the
inde

is
great
dis

There
of
the
society.
The
bottle
of
wine
is
to
be
hard
coal
$12
and
$14.
The
Senate
having
sent up the nanfos of
on the feelings of Mr. H. He saw'instead of
pendence of Poland, can satisfy men who tress among the poor.
Messrs. Megquier, Boutelle and Emerson, as
being pursued by merciless creditors, the door kept sealed up so long as two of the society have
sworn to die for her freedom ?
a committee on their part to count the votes
of fortune was thrown open before him ; and remain alive, and when “ the last man” is left,
poles i—You have hitherto done all that
In Boston, fire wood is $10 a cord ; coal for Governor, the House joined Messrs.
it was with the greatest difficulty be subdued he is to open the bottle, and drink th^e wine, became a great and noble nation. You have
former friends.
$12 a ton, and $20 a chaldron, In Portland, Pierce, Hinkley, Shaw, Crowell and Nason.
his rising emotion enough to reply that he to the memory of his
spared no sacrifice to attain your great object ; wood is $5 a cord.
Stamford {Eng.) Mercury.
Mr. Hamlin said he understood there were
was not particularly desirous to sell, but how
thousands ofyour brave brethren have already
two members present and bolding their seats
ever, if they would pay him two thousand
A funeral lately took place at St. Paul’s I sealed with their blood their greatest compact
It seems to be a mooted point, in the Wash from the District of Belgrade and Dearborn.
dollars in cash, they should have the privilege
with
to die
’ ’ Heaven
rT
" for their country. But
R,r* 1if ington papers, whether the electoral vote for He offered an order, that John Chandler and
of taking the tract from oft his hands. No Church, Blackburn, from Grimshaw’s Park ; the
sword ot
ofthe
the enemy has
nas spareu
spared uui
our lives.
nve»,
sooner said than done, the bargain was con several of those who attended were drunk, let us remember that we are bound to devote President shall be governed by the census of John Pitts, be suspended from their seats un
til the House should decide which of them
cluded, the money paid and the purchasers and the clerk of the church was called up at every hour that remains to us to emulate the 1820 or that of 1830 ?
night to let out a woman who had fallen ashould be entitled to the seat.
satisfied that they had made the best trade.
heroes that have fallen, and whose honor and
Mr. Kent opposed the order ; he said every
Letters from Richmond say there is a great
With this newly acquired money, Mr. H. sleep drunk.
glory are our most sacred trust. No induce want of vessels there, and that forty cents per town or district had a right to one member,
purchased another tract oflapd to which he
ment of fortune, rank, or interest shall be
immediately proceeded. The purchase was
The editor of the Pawtucket Chronicle says tray us into an act unworthy of our most sol barrel is readily obtained on Flour to New- and he did not know what right we had to
exclude any district from a representation,
a good one, and by selling a part and clearing —“Give us hot chocolate and we will defy emn vows ; these must be guarded as spot York.
without a hearing—without any knowledge
a part for his own use, he soon became the the weather, the influenza, or the anti-masons. less as the name of Pole, which will hence
of facts—-he thought we ought to admit one
A
bright
Sign.
—
At
the
late
session
of
most wealthy man in that section of the coun
forward be left to Europe as that of patriotism
the Court of Common Pleas, Judge Perham member to a seat, and that one who had the
try. In-three years from his clandestinely
A small object may cast a large shadow, and devotion.
presiding,
there were no criminal cases, and re;igular certificates, the apparent right. .He
leaving Oxford, Mr. H. returned a wealthy
Poles ! let us leave that wretched country,
knew no better rule ; the House had no right
man—-honorably paid his debts—made an and the hue of a man’s nose reflect his whole now no more our own, though soaked with the jail was entirely empty.-—Kennebec Jour, kr
acknowledgment to his wife and family, and character.

returned to bis new land. He afterwards en-1
joyed the confidence of his fellow citizens, and ’
for several years filled aq important judicial
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
office. He died about two years since, leav
JAMES K. REMICII & SON.
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. ing a numerous and happy family to attest the
truth of that passage of scripture which says,
JERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
“ the heart of man deviseth his way but the
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Lord directeth his steps.
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The great object contemplated in theadop- i The King of the Netherlands was agreed up- I its provincial fimetionarie® ; and that on then
to exclude such member, because one or a i it would take the business from the proper
’ ’ '* constitution,
•'
was to en- j on, as the Sovereign to whom such points of of the United States, good faith, as well as ft
half a dozen others claimed the same seat— committee ; he presumed they would do tion of the“ Federal
referred.
Zi—A By
nprotection
the reports of
of the frontier from unauthori ;
duty and1 do
he did not agitate the subject for the 'sake of their
’
1 ‘it faithfully.
'
rrThe
" question sure a more perfect union of the States, | difference should be----Commissioners, made to their respective mutual inroads, requires the same course of c
mere talk ; he had not done so yesterday I being taken, there were for the order 50, whereby the security and welfare of the whole the
Governments, and the statements afterwards duct. Copies of the documents and corresn^
would be most effectually promoted. The agreed
but he protested against the course winch against it 89.
to be substituted for them, it appears that dence, in relation to the transactions at Jia?
had been adopted, because he thought it rad- ; A remonstrance was offered against the result of the experiment has been attended the only paints of difference, so far as this State waska, will be laid before you.
with
the
most
complete
success,
and
proves
ically wrong ; he should vote against the order. right of John Chandler to a seat in this House ;
is concerned, arose upon the question, which
The necessity of exerting, at this time ¿1
Mr. Williams hoped the order would pass ; referred to the committee on co ^.tested elec- that it is the dictate of prudence and patriot were the highlands described in the treaty of suitable means within our power, to prevent’tl'
ism
to
adhere
strictly
to
the
provisions
of
the
he said in reply to the gentleman from Ban- tions.
1783, where the north-west angle of Nova Scotia . ,dismemberment of our territory, and to preser '
i f n f 1t i r» *41 rights of n
1 gor, that it was true that every class had a ; Mr. Williams of Augusta, said that infor- national compact, and to preserve inviolate i is to he found. The British claimed as those j irixTirdofo
inviolate the homed
constitutional
the*
St?’
highlands,
the lands which divide the branches I must be obvious to all. I would therefore^1
right to a representative, but the same pro- ‘ mation had been received which he thought the harmony of the Union, as the firmest
vision which gave them a right to one repre- rendered it the duty of thé House to ascertain guarantee ofour independence and prosperity. ! of the river St. John from those of the Penobscot, , spectfully recommend' to your considerationt?
sentative, forbid them by implication from without delay whether James H. Paine has a It becomes, therefore, lhe duty, as well as including Mars Hill ; and the United States con- | expediency of adopting further measures in |
having two representatives.
*
*
*
* ’ right to a seat in this House, from the district the interests of the individual states^ on all tended that the highlands were northward of the j dition to those already taken,'for the purpose?
St. John, bounding the sources of the rivers making known our rights, and communicati
Mr. Williams said the question of late years of Unity, Troy, and Burnham. He therefore occasions to respect the legitimate authority river
fall intocthe St. Lawrence, and dividing j your sentiments in relation to this subject tot?
had been much agitated, which he attributed i moved that the committee of elections make of the General Government, and to yield a that
them from the rivers that fall into the Atlantic i Government of the United States. SeasonabI
to the fact that different decisions had been , the enquiry and report to the House. The ready compliance with its laws, and acquies- ocean. These were the points of difference sub- ------------------------------ - —io.* >------- >
■“ 1
for this purpose ought have a beneficia
ence in its constitutional measures. In the mitted to the arbiter, and which he was invited measures
made by the Legislature at different times, ■ order passed.
effect upon the decision of the question, and af
so that precedents were various. He thought ij Mr. Shapleigh, from the committee ap- language of Washington, “ these are duties to investigate and decide. His delegated power ford a more full knowledge of your views too®
it very desirable that the question should be : pointed to employ a door-keeper, reported required by the fundamental maxims of true extended no further. When therefore, without Senators and Representatives in Congress,
settled in some way if possible, so as to pre that they had contracted with Thomas Baker liberty.”
pretending to decide either of these points, he utmost exertions, we have every reason to
vent a recurrence of the question hereafter. j at such wages as should be determined by the
But while the legitimate authority of the undertakes to mark out a new boundary for the lieve, will Also be ably devoted to the defenceof
;
Mr. Hamlin cited as a precedent a case j House ; and therewith gave a list of names General Government, as exercised by its leg United States,— and instead of the highlands de^ the rights and interests of the State,
The position of Maine as a frontier of the Uni,
(Small and Bennet) in 1830.
! ©(’applicants and the sums for which they of- islative, executive, and judicial departments, ! scribed in the treaty, declares his opinion that a
Mr. Kent said the gentleman from Colum : fered to perform the duty.
is thus fully and cheerfully acknowledged,— i portion of the river St. John, and the river St. ted States, with her extensive borders immediate
i
Francis,
are
suitable
boundaries
between
the
two
ly
exposed in times of national collisions, to at.
bia was mistaken as to the fact : that Mr. ( Mr. Phelps moved to fix the sum at $3 per the individual States, from regard to their own i governments, he evidently transcends the limits
Small was permitted to vote then in the or-I day ; after some discussion the motion was preservation, are bound to protect their limit ■ ofhis authority, and his award cannot justly be gression both by sea and land, demonstrates
of a well organized and efficient Mijj, I
ed sovereignty from violation, and have a j considered as binding upon the parties interested, necessity
ganization,- and Mr. Bennet suspended until laid on the table.
So frequently ha.s the subject been under
the committee on contested elections could | Mr, Clifford from the committee on con- constitutional right to require of that govern i The acceptance or rejection of the award is now tia.
the consideration of previous Legislatures that! i
examine the case. He believed the exclu- ! tested elections, made a report on an order ment a performance of ail the obligations in ; pending before the Senate of the United Slates ; am confident, without any remarks of mine
sion ofboth members without even looking at adopted this morning, directing them to in- tended for the protection and benefit of each : and we cannot but confidently expect, that the ery measure will be adopted for the improve-1
their certificates to be unjust ; he disliked the ! quire whether any member, now holding a separate State of the Union.
j extraordinary ad vice and opinion of the arbiter | ment of an establishment, on which we mustrecourse they had taken ; lie said if the House i seat in the House also holds any office of The relative rights and obligations, existing j will be considered by the General Government j ,ly for the execution of our laws, and the defence
permitted more than one member to vote in I profit under the State or United States; they between the national and State governments, i as an unauthorised assumption of power ; and j of our rights and liberties.
the organization, they might hereafter have ! report that Charles Jarvis, representative from have often been the subject of public inquiry i that such direction will be given to the subject ! As the public attention has become much di.
half a dozen from one district, who would j Ellsworth and Surry held the office of coun- among other States ; and from its reference ' as will comport with the rights and interests of' reeled to this subject in other parts of the Uniy
State, and with the honor and dignity of the States, and memorials have been presentedto
take their seats and vote for Speaker and Ay .commissioner of the county of Hancock, to the pending question in. relation to our !I this
United Slates.
Clerk,; and
that was
his -resignation ....
as ;! North -Eastern Boundary, has now become | At the last session of the Legislaburd, resolu Congress, praying for the adoption of a, uniform
— when
-----------— done they
v might
.... o... ' and that
__ _ he had tendered .....
J system for the regulation of the Militia,}' W01)ij
1be
—
A’ and’ perhaps never seen in the House ; such to the Governor & Council and that
- - it- had- t one of much interest to the people of Maine,
oft,
tions were adopted, declaring the right of this
again ; as they knew that when organized, been duly accepted. The report was adopted. | By the Federal Constitution, the power of de State to the territory in dispute; and.expressing i suggest to your consideration the expediency of
the action of the General Govurnnient
they would be excluded when their votes
Mr. Clifford then moved to reconsider the daring war, making treaties, and the manage
:--------  their opinion-that the award of'the King of the >l awaiting
in reference to that object, and in the mean ti®
were no longer necessary.
report for the purpose of recommitting it to ment of all our relations with foreign powers, Netherlands was not obligatory, and that its ac to communicate to Congress the expression of
On the passage of the order, the chair de tile committee so that they might correct an is confined exclusively to the General Gov ceptance would be a violation of the constitution- I your opinion m favor of the contemplated meascided in the affirmative*^ a division was error. He said the resignation was dated on ernment. They are also under obligation to i al rights of Maine. Copies of these resolutions I iI ure. Since the passage of the law by Congres
called for, but the doubt was withdrawn.
the 4th January. Some discussion arose. protect each of the States against invasion. ! transmitted to the President of the United States, J in 1792, for establishing a uniform Militia, th
Mr. Kent, from the committee on that sub Mr. Dummer inquired of the gentleman from And though Congress has power to dispose i by a special agent, who was appointed in pursu- 'j population of the United States' has increased
of the resolve for that purpose, and who : from four millions to more than twelve, and th
ject, reported rules and orders for the House, Newfield whether
_______he ____
__
knew ____
from ___
the iproper
of the territory belonging to the United States, I! ance
was also instructed to communicate such other :
which were read and adopted with a few i authority thfit the resignation was handed*
in
’
i i it is expressly provided, that nothing in the I information in regard to the north-eastern boun- | resources of the country in other respects have
amendments.
’
- would
---be well- for
- constitution shall be so construed as to preju
immensely changed. It is not now necessary
-...... ——
on the 4th Jan.
; -if not, it
I dary as was considered for the interest of the
On motion of Mr. Cilley, Ordered, That a • him to ascertain that fact before he could cor- dice the claims of any particular State. On i State. Copies of the same resolutions, together! as it. was then, that so great a proportion of ¿1
citizens should be enrolled, and the national re?. I
committee be appointed to employ some per- I rect „no
the report,
the other hand the individual States are pro- > with other documents relating to the subject, ;
will now permit, without inconvenience|
son to do the printing of the State for the en-i- ! Mr. Clifford' said he did not know from of- J hibited, without the consent of Congress, to i have been forwarded to the Governors of the ' ernie
more liberal appropriations for arming and disci-[
suing year.
/xlnd2 ’''.the
’2,-. chair appointed
„1
ficial authority that the resignation was on ; keep troops, or ships of war, in time of peace; ' several States, and to each of the members of ; plining those who are required to do militai
Messrs. Cilley, Belcher
and F.nstprhrnnir
Easterbrook.
Ip.lp.hpr nnd
t}ie
January,
j to enter into any agreement or compact with i the present Congress.
duty. Many reasons conspire tp render it prób-l
Mr. Fessenden said it was no matter when a foreign power, or to engage in war, unless ; In compliance with the recommendations of able, that Congress will soon give their attention I.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 6.
the
Executive
of
the
.United
States.,
repeatedly
to this subject, and amend a law, which has be l
the resignation was dated ; it might be dated actually invaded, or in such imminent danger
l and urgently expressed, the Government of come so universally unpopular.
Mr. O’Brien moved a reconsideration of any time past; this would avail nothing un as will not admit of delay.
Of the subjects af this time particularly ¿j..
the vote adopting the rules and orders of the 1 less it was returned to the office of the Sect i When the government of the United States I Maine has uniformly refrained from the forcible
; exertion oi jurisdiction over those portions of the '
House, for the purpose of altering the ninth [ retary of State.
|I entered into the negotiation with Great Brit- ; disputed territory, where it would necessarily | serving your consideration, the agricultural
rule, so that a. majority should be required to I Mr. Clifford said he understood it was1 ain, for ascertaining the boundaries between ; lead, to collision with the British authorities ; : terests of the State-are considered by many a
among the mosUimportant. They are frujysl
sustain the call for the previous question, in I handed in this morning.
j this State and the British provinces, as defin- and have continued with confidence to rely on ' For thejMritivation of the soil constitutes th
stead of one-third the members, as now ; but
The motion to reconsider prevailed, and : ed by the treaty of 1783, they considered, it ( the General
Government for the enforcement of employment of a great majority of the peopled
.
the House refused to reconsider.
the report was recommitted to the committee.i; would seem, that the settlement of the ques- !I oar
v'v*‘ . r^ghts> U1JU«
UlCGllUU VI
LLltJ territory
VCll’AtVI’/,
ai)d VI1V
the P'l
protection
of the
the State, and is the foundation upon which
On motion of Mr. Clifford, it wras Ordered,
i which
we
not only
claim but know, to be within must depend for our present as well as futm
Mr. Smith of Westbrook moved that when
to
the
General
,•
..
That the certificates of all the members of the i the House adjourn it adjourn to Monday tion belonged exclusively
;
the
limits
of
Maine.
j i
•
a ri.-A-y
of
increase and prosperity.
ofa 1827,
- the onini
.
¡.,7.
’
±I am nwiire
House be taken from the files, and referred to i morning at ten o’clock. Some conversation i rGovernment ; and the convention
aware triai
that uie
opinion is generally, and
At the last se w ion of the Legislature abili mi
for subnn tmg the points m difference to the * perhaps just! enterlai;ied1. that
L
if
a
different
the committee on contested elections.
! arose. Mr. M’Crate said the committee on
reported, providing for the encouragement of
An order came from the Senate for ap ! the Governor’s votes would not report until I King of the Netherlands, was agreed to, not- | course, had been adopted by Mlaine before the ne- Agricultural Societies. This bill having been'
t__ i..^ the boundary
......... ...
respecting
had ......
com- published for general information, there is retpointing a joint standing committee on the late in the afternoon. The motion was a- withstanding the remonstrance from the Ex- ■ gotiations i_.
. ecutive of this State. In accordance with ' menced, this unfortunate question, by which the son to believe that the policy and importance of f
public buildings, which was concurred in.
dopted, but afterwards
.rrwuius reconsidered.
reconsiuereu.
i
these
views,
the.
President
has
often
recoin;
----.
i integrity of our territory is endangered, would its provisions have been well considered and® I
Remonstrance of Samuel Miller and others,
•Afternoon. 'The committee on contested ! mended and enjoined upon the government never have arisen. But in the present state of! derstood by the people. Associations of
against the right of Moses Shaw to a seat in elections,
i
the controversy, much difficulty and embarrass- I
to
whom
was
recommitted
the
rethis House ; referred to the committee on j port touching the case of Mr. Jarvis of Ells- of this State, to abstain from all acts in rela ■ ment would be the consequence of disregarding j kind have been formed in other countries,andia f
tion to the disputed territory, that might be
many of our sister States, and under the patroncontested elections.
worth, again reported, narrating the circum- • calculated to embarrass the pending negotia- 1 the earnest recommendations of the National ! age and fostering care of the government, have |
On the part of the House the committee on ;I stances
Executive,
and
adopting
measures
to
enforce
our
substantially as they were disclosed in i tion, or lead to collision with the British aubeen found productive of the most beneficiali» I
contested- elections consists of Messrs. Clif
over the small settlement at Mada suits. By thus occasionally meeting together I
I thorities. The United States having thus as- ■ jurisdiction
ford of Newfield, Hamlin of Columbia, Low the forenoon. Report accepted.
waska. Measures for that purpose, to be effect for the purpose of exhibiting specimens ofimb i
| sumed the exclusive management of the con- ual, would require a detachment of the militia to
ell of East Machias, Bronson of Anson, and
try and new improvements, and communicate t
MONDAY, JAN. 9.
I troversy, they are bound, in definitely settling ! be stationed
______
__ in which
__________
at___
that place,
event we and receiving information in relation to the vari- j
Smith of Portland.
The Joint committee appointed to examine it,, to regard
„
the rights guaranteed to^Maine ;, should not only be incolîision with Greaï Br’iU ous
branches of agriculture, a spirit of honorable
the votes for Governor, made a report, by i and have no power, by the Federal Constitu- j ain, but acting in opposition to the expressed emulation
is excited, the employment ofthehusSATURDAY, JAN. 7.
which it appeared that SAMUEL E. SMITH ; tion, to alienate, by negotiation or otherwise, I wishes of the Government of the United States. bandman is raised in public estimation, and w
Mr. Fessenden, of Portland, offered the fol was duly elected Governor of the State, hav- ' any portion of the territory of the State, with- It is difficult to perceive how such a shite of energy and enterprise will be introduced amen?
things could have a favorable eftect upon lire re the yeomanry of our State.
lowing: Ordered, That the committee on con ing a majority of all the votes. The two ■ out its---------consent.
tested elections be instructed to inquire wheth Houses met in convention, and the Governor | As the grounds of our title to the territory sult of the controversy, or contribute in any man
In my last annual communication to the Le
ner to the honor or advantage of the State. Un gislature, reference was made to the importami
er any person now holding a seat in this House elect èame in and was qualified. In the af- - ____
....... have so often been under the con- der
dispute
existing circumstances, therefore, and while of continuing to afford aid and encouragemeil
holds or held at the time of his qualification ternoon, he communicated in writing, the fol- I in
sideration of previous Legislatures, and of late the question is pending before Congress, it is be
as a member of the House, an office of profit lowing
*have so frequently
- -been the
* subject of able
- lieved to be necessary, as well as expedient, that ! to opr literary institutions. Owing to peculiar
under the United States, or office of profit un
Lb• ’L17
"i------- J ’
which then existed, no appropriai
c _ _ _ —7*"»
\ j circumstances
:
public discussion, it is believed to be unneces
-h° 1!d».J •* y.
lhe Governmenl
of the
tions, excepting i„ one instate, ¿era m.d. fc
der this State, other than such offices as are Gentlemep of the Senate
Union for the enforcement of our rights ; and that purpose. I respectfully submit the subject
sary
on
the
present
occasion,
to
make
a
de

excepted by the Constitution, and if any such
and House of Representatives :
tailed statement of the facts and arguments when we appeal to that government to protect again to the consideration of the Legislature,
case exists, forthwith to report the facts there
territory against invasion, we ask not a fa from a full conviction that the permanency of
By accepting the responsible offices to which conclusively demonstrate that territory our
of to this House.
vor, which may be granted or withheld,—but dur republican institutions of Government anil
within the limits of Maine according to claim
i
• i *
i • i xi
i
.
,7UI republican insutu
Mr. Clifford moved to lay the order on the which we have the honor to be elected by the to
a right winch the constitution authorizes the
and ha _ piness
,
of the people, can in
table, and made a few remarks in support of suffrages of our fellow citizens, we voluntari- Ibe boundaries of the United States as defined ‘7, L ° de,r,andI no
other
....
—..er war
way be
be so
so el
effectually promoted as by
ly assume obligations, which politically, as in the treaty of 1783. The validity of our
his motion.
At the last session of the Legislature an act !i liberally providing for the instruction of tb
Mr. Fessenden opposed laying the order on well as religiously, we are bound sacredly to btle has also been admitted by the General was passed to incorporate the town of Madawas- rising generation. It is also believed, that tte
regard. These obligations require us atten- , Government ; and in a letter of Mr. Clay, ka, including territory southward of the river St.
the table.
, Legislature are imperatively required to regali
Mr. Dummer also advocated the order. tively to examine into the condition of the formerly Secretary of State, it is declared, John, and the disputed territory northward of this subject by that article of the Constitution
State,
to
see
that
the
laws
are
in
accordance
|
“
t
bat
the
Government
of
the
United
States
that
river.
By
another
law,
the
inhabitants
which provides, “ that it shall be their duty b
He said he understood the representative from
were empowered to elect a representative. As encourage and suitably endow, from time io
the district of Ellsworth, &c. held the office with the wants and sentiments ofthe commu- ; Is fu,!y convinced that the right to the territo- the
apportionment of representatives is required time, as the circumstances of the people mayauus, and not with Great Britain,
of county commissioner. The motion to lay nity, and that the public agents, entrusted rY is
by the constitution to be made at stated periods
on the table was negatived, and the order with their execution, are honest, capable, The convictions of Maine are not stronger, in of at most ten, and at least five years distant thorize, all academies, colleges and seminariesoL
and attached to the constitution. It is also respect to the validity of our title, than are
learning within the State.”'
passed by a large majority.
from each other, and as it was confidently be
From information received, I am enabled ti
Mr. Kent submitted an order that the com our duty to search out the abuses that may those which are entertained by the President.” lieved that this territory must eventually come
that the concerns of the State Prison si
mittee ph contested elections be instructed to exist in the administration of public affairs, ■ After the true St. Croix river and its sources, under the exclusive jurisdiction of .Maine, there state
Thomaston
in an improved condition. It ii
lay before the House the credentials of the and, so far as possible, provide a remedy for intended by the treaty of 1783, were ascertain- was an obvipus necessity of providing for the believed thatare
the proceeds of the labor of the con
pursuance of the provisions of a subse- future representation of that part of the State. It
member returned from Unity, Troy and Burn every known defect ; and on all occasions to !et*
exert lhe power and abilities we may possess to [ fiuent treaty, it would be supposed that the was also generally considered that these acts victs for the last year will exceed the expense of
ham.
supporting them by more than four hundred dol
Mr. Knowlton hoped the order would not promote the welfare & happiness of the people. ' other boundaries were so clearly and definite- were intended as a continued assertion of the lars ; but in this estimate the salaries of the off- I
While for these purposes, we take a view , ty described, as to preclude the possibility of right of the State to jurisdiction over the territo cers, with the exception of those of Chaplain and I
nass; he said it was the Speaker’s duty
to be within the limits of Maine ; Physician, are not included. No special appro- I
to appoint committees, and he thought the of the condition of the State, considered in- a doubt respecting “the highlands which di- ry known
there was no necessity that they should
priation will therefore be necessary for the sup- ■
House ought to place confidence in those dividually and relatively as a member of the - vide the rivers that fall into the Atlantic ocean though
be
forcibly
carried
into effect, until with the.con
committees, and not take business out of their American confederation, we shall, 1 believe, ! ^om those that fall into the St. Lawrence,” currence of the General Government, circum port of the Prison during the present year.
The situation of the Public Lands belonging |
hands: he presumed they would do their du find but few laws that require alteration, and designated in the treaty, and which areclaim- stances should render it proper and expedient.
ty. If the gentleman from Bangor knew any not many cases in which the public interest ! ed as constituting the northern boundary Besides, if a forcible exertion of the authority of to the State will require your consideration. F® I
facts which were not in possession of the can be promoted by the aid of the Legislature. ! this State. They were also rendered ab- the state at Madawaska, had been the intention information of the manner in which they have
managed during the past year, I must refer
committee, he could go before the committee The increasing prosperity and happiness ' s°bitely certain by reference to “ the north- of the Legislature, appropriations would neces been
you to the Report of lhe Land Agent, which,
----- to
. attend
... us
. as. a people,
west angle
thus of Nova Scotia,” the pointât which
and state them, he hoped the House would which continue
sarily have been made, for defraying the great
when
received, will be laid before you.
not so soon distrust the committee on contes rendering the ordinary labors of legislation the boundaries defined in the treaty com expenditures of embodying and sustaining the
There are no means bj^ which their improve- |
comparatively light, cannot fail to be the sub mence ; which angle, by successive acts and militia requisite for effecting the intended ob ment
ted elections.
and settlement, the objects most interest^ J
of mutual congratulation, and to excite documents of the government of Great Brit ject.
to thè State, can be more effectually promoted, |
Mr. Kent said he would not have the House ject
In the month of October last, information was than by clearing obstructions in the rivers, and I
ain, for many years previous, as well as sub
feelings
of
devout
gratitude
towards
that
Al

signify any distrust of the committee ; there mighty Being, to whom we are indebted for sequent to the treaty of 1783, is proved to be received that a number of the inhabitants of
making roads through them, and by sales in |
were probably no facts before the committee
innumerable blessings conferred upon at the highlands which bound the sources of Madawaska had organized themselves into a cor small quantities to actual settlers.
to invalidate the right of the sitting member, the
poration,
chosen
municipal
officers,
and
subse

our favored country.
the rivers that fall into the river St. Lawrence
In pursuance of the Resolve in relation to tbit p
and the committee were not bound to-seek
quently a representative ; and that in conse subject, a Commissioner has been appointed to
is also highly satisfactory to learn, from and divide them from the rivers that fall into quence
of these acts, the lieutenant governor meet the Commissioner appointed by Massachu- f.
for such facts when no remonstrance had theItrecent
exposition of our national affairs i the Atlantic t>ce<jn ; which highlands also and other authorities of New-Brunswick, accom
been made : but he was informed that he had
setts in compliance with the request of this State, :
only credentials from two towns. He ought!i by the Chief Magistrate of the Union, that constitute a part of the boundaries of the prov panied with a military force, had proceeded to for the purpose of agreeing upon a system for th* i
not to remain a moment here without his ! the other sections of this extensive republic ince of Quebec, or Lower Canada. Accord Madawaska, and arrested a number of American sale, disposition and management of the public [
who were carried to Fredericton and lands, owned in common by the two States- I
regular credentials. The facts, as he under are likewise rapidly progressing in all those ingly it appears, by the report of our Agents, citizens,
stood them, were these. The representative attainments which render a people virtuous, recently appointed to pjocure information re there imprisoned.
From the character of these Commissioners,it is ■
Though the measures adopted by the inhabit believed that their Report, when received, will
district of Troy, Burnham and Unity, are yet prosperous and happy. Our nation, through specting this territory, that after the true St.
out
its
vast
domains,
is
continually
undergo

Croix
river
and
its
sources
were
ascertained
in
ants,
voluntarily
organizing
themselves
into
a
enable the Legislatures of the two States, to es- ■
engaged in attempts to elect a member. No
corporation at that place, then claimed to be un tablish a uniform system for the purpose eonteu- i
person has ever been declared elected, and no ing improvements ; the population is increas 1798, the British Government ceased to exer der
the actual jurisdiction of the province of plated, that will not fail to promote the mutual I
ing
with
a
rapidity
unexampled
in
the
annals
cise
jurisdiction
over
any
part
of
the
territory
person has yet had a majority of the votes in
New-Brunswick, were unexpected by me, and
I
the three towns. The person noxv holding a of the world, and regularly advancing in the since disputed ; and for nearly twenty years undertaken without my knowledge; yet, as they interest of both.
The Agents appointed to examine the Canada |
seat here has certificates from two towns only, arts and sciences, in practical knowledge, in afterwards, and until the line at Mars’ Hill acted in territory known to be within the limits Road
have reported, that the public intercstre- ?
and those of an election held in September, telligence and power; our agriculture, com was claimed as the boundary, it was not re of Maine, and in obedience to the laws and con quires the road to be made westward of the Bald
since which four trials have been had. If merce and manufactures, mutually aiding sumed. And it is probable, that no serious dif- stitution, I considered that they were entitled to mountain as provided in the resolve for compiei' .
that gentleman has a right to a seat here he and supporting each other, are thriving with i ficulty would ever have arisen in settling this the aid and protection of their Government.
ing this road. The contractors having made the I
ought to present a memorial, stating the increased activity; our relations with foreign boundary with the British Government, if Immediately, therefore, on receiving evidence road over the mountain and in a different direc- |
continue generally in a most favora that unfortunate provision had not been made
grounds ofhis claim, and not take a scat with powers
tion, have not complied with their contract, and j
of
thesq
transactions,
they
were
communicated,
out credentials. It is however another illus ble state ; and, in the course of another year, in the treaty at Ghent, which provides for together with all the circumstances in relation are not entitled to the balance of the appropria- '
to them within my knowledge, to the Depart tion for making it. unless the Legislature shall j
tration of the evils resulting from the refusal the United States may exhibit an instance, submitting the question to an arbiter.
After that treaty had been ratified by the ment of State of the United States, with a re otherwise direct. The Commonwealth ofMassaclw- i
of the House to ascertain in the first instance without example in the history of modern
times,
of
a
powerful
nation,
unencumbered
having granted a township of land to aid in
proper authority, it became, within the limits quest that the proper measures might be adopted setts
the prima facia of the rights of members, and
ing this road, upon the condition that ilshould'befinisW i
of the federal constitution, the supreme law of by the General Government to p’rocure the re by the first day of Nov. 1830, —it has oeen considered
if the present course is continued we may yet with a public debt.
This happy and prosperous condition of the land, and the United States were bound lease of our citizens, and to protect the territory necessary that the Legislature of that Commonweal* I
have 300 members in the seats. He mi»bt be
our Dle
country
is chiefly to be attributed, under in good faith to carry it into effect. Commis of our State from invasion. Upon the receipt of should be requested to extend the time limited for® ■
accused of attempts to purge the House-but I we
,
of a kind Providence, to the na- sioners were therefore appointed in pursuance this communication,—though the proceedings of completion.
he should not shrink from hisdutv in so plain > the
toreblessings
nf
the inhabitants of Madawaska were considered
accordingly, agreeably to lhe Resolve oflb
a case, by any such language. By reading 1------- ? our republican institutions, and the of its provisions, who differing as to some of to be a breach of the arrangement made with last] have
session, communicated the facts to (he Governor®
the credentials offered, the House could de just find pacific policy uniformly pursued by the points submitted to them, the convention the British Mi»ister, for preserving the state of Massachusetts, in order that the subject might belani
cide at once, and if the facts were true, the our National Government; which, without was subsequently made with Great Britain, things as it then existed on both sides, till a final before that Legislature. In the mean time the report
individual ought not to hold his seat an in being turned from its course by motives of by which it was agreed “ that the points in disposition of the question,—tho§e measures of the agents will be communicated to you, inorder
stant longer. It would be a gross outrage national ambition and vain glory, makes the idifference which have arisen in the settle were promptly adopted by the President, which that such measures may be adopted for the completion
this road as the interests of the State require.
upon the constitutional rights of the other welfare and happiness of the people the ex ment of the boundary line between the Amer resulted in the release of our citizens from im of The
appropriation of three thousand dollars grantee
members and the p^nciples of the Constitu clusive object of its consideration. To pre ican and British dominions as described in prisonment, and rendered further proceedings by the last Legislature for repairing and improving1"6
serve from infringement the principles of 1the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent, shall on the part of this State, in reference to that ob road leading from this State through the Notch of the
tion.
ject, unnecessary.
those institutions, and to maintain their purity I
White Hills, together with the sum oftwo thousand
Mr. Knowlton said that it was an old max and efficiency, should therefore, be the un- 1be referred, as therein provided, to some
I was also advised, that the President had re dollars contributed by individuals, appears by the re
friendly
Sovereign
or
State,
who
shall
be
in

im, that men should be deemed innocent until ceasing endeavor of the constituted guardians '
port
of the Agent, to have been expended for that puf'
vited to investigate and make a decision upon ceived, from the representative of the British pose, excepting a small balance, which will be laido0
proved guilty ; he opposed «he order because of the public welfare.
,such
Government, the strongest assurances that no in repairing the road, so soon as the ensuing season
points of difference.
innovation would be contenanced, on the part of will permit.
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The A gent appointed to complete the Matanawcook
Terrible Conflict,—The Argus, (which, by
road, found the appropriation insufficient for that pur
Ata Court ofProbate held at Alfred, within and
pose, owing to the injuries sustained on the road and the way, we believe is edited by a young lawyer)
in
a long editorial article last week, hints that
PROBATE NOTICES
S^EE.
bridges, from the freshets of the last spring. He, there
for the county of York, on the first Monday
fore exceeded the appropriation by the sum of two “ the republican party” ia Jed about too much by
m January, in the year of bur Lord eigh
4 4a ^ourt °f Probate held al Alfred, within and | teen
thousand eight hundred and seventy-nine dollars and young lawyers, speaks of the confidence and
hundred and thirty-two. bv the Han
forty cents, in repairing and making contracts to com effrontery of its u new friends,” and says a word
^
or
the
count
J
°f
York
i
the
first
Monday
WILLIAM A. HAY^S, Judge of said
plete said road, which will be due to him when the or two in praise of its own consistency and stead
^
anuar
y^
i^
the
year
of
our
Lord
eighsame is completed, and which cannot be reimbursed, fastness. This creates a terrible fluttering among
ieen hund™d and thirty-two, by the Hon ’l^ jAVID BOYD, Guardian of Ira Black,
without the consent of the Legislature. His report, to the Jackson leaders, most of whom are
ft
WILLIAM A. HAYES,- Judge of said
gether with the report of the Council upon the subject lawyers
Lavina Black, and Alvah Black,
and
the
Augusta
Age
and
Bangor
Re

will be laid before you.
Court :
Under the resolve of the last session, the Land Agent publican (both edited by lawyers, as almost all if
BiH7IIpUNICE GOODWIN, named Executrix minors and children of Jacob Black, late of
Limington, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
of this Stale, in conjunction with the Land Agent of not all the Jackson newspapers in the State are)
Massachusetts, has caused to be laid out a road from threaten the Argus with indignation and dis
having presented his first account of guardi
the .Vlattawamkeag, a branch of the Penobscot river, closures. What will be the issue of this war
we trust, however, it will‘ I sell at PUBLIc’JuCrSat *”0 «ere te I 7'’’ a Sanforcl’in said
y^-Pan, anship ofhis said wards for allowance :
in a northerly direction, to the Aroostook river. Seven cannot be predicted—
ORDERED—-That the guardian give no
on, of
of thé
th; "parly.
nartv.”
cen^ oceí^d^>y En^l“
E^S i
““ &r IJr°miles of this road have been opened, and proposals re not disturb “ the harmony
tice to all persons interested^ by effusing a copy
ceived for making thirty miles more. As the territory
through which this road passes, to the river St. John,
ORDERED—That the said Executrix of this order to be published three weeks suc
An adjourned meeting of the Kennebunk ceased, on Monday, the nineteenth day of;
must eventually, whether the award be accepted or
March next, at mne o’clock, A. M. all the ^give noticeto all persons interested, by caus- cessively in the Kennebunk Gazdtte, primed
not, fall under the exclusive jurisdiction of Maine, I Iempekance Society will be holden at Wash
at Kennebunk, in said county, that they niay
would suggest the importance of taking measures in ington Hall, on Tuesday evening next, at half
PERSONAL,. PROPERTY, ¡
a C0Py
order to be published appear at a Probate Court to be held at iSoi.it hconcurrence with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, past 6 o’clock. An Address may be expected.
which the said Elisha Allen died siezed and 4hleiG !^eeks successively, in the Kenne- Berwick, in said county, on the first Monday
for the completion of this road. A communication to
i bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that in February next, at ten of the clock in the
be thus opened through tha-t extensive and fertile part
Mr. Charles E. Norton has been chosen possessed of, consisting of
A
X
they may appear at a Probate Court tobe
of the State, could not fail greatly to enhance its value, Cashier of South Berwick Bank, in place of Mr. A.
lasa Assortment of Goods I held at Berwick, in said county, on the first forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
and promote its rapid settlement.”
E. P. Hayman, deceased.
which are generally kept in a Country Retail Monday of May next, at ten of the clock in why the said account should not be allowed’
The resolve of last year, for the benevolent purpose
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of providing for the instruction of the indigent deafand
ing
Store, such as Sheetings, Shirtings,
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they A true eopy—Attest,
New Paper.—-We have received the first num
dumb at the American Asylum in Hartford, has been
have,
why
the
said
instrument
should
not
be
Wti. Cutter Allen, Register. »
carried into effect, and eight persons, in addition to the ber or the a Maine Wesleyan Journal,” published
proved, approved, and allowed as the last will
Jan. 7.
nine placed there before, have been designated as Suit by the Maine Methodist Association—edited by
Hard and Hollow WA ILE,
and testament of the said deceased.
able objects of that charity ; all of whom,—excepting a number of gentlemen—a handsomely printed
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
one, who declined going,—are receiving the benefits and well filled sheet. The proceeds of the Jour About 40 Galls, superior Molasses,—Sugar,
Attest, Wm. Cotter Allen, Register.
and for the county of York, on the first Mon
of that laudable Institution.
A true copy,—Attest,
nal are to be appropriated to the interests of the Tea, Coffee, Tobacco, &c.
day in January, in the year of our Lord
During your present session, and after Congress Maine Wesleyan Seminary at Readfield.
W
m
.'
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
'__ L A Medicine Case and Drawers,
shall have established the next general apportionment
eighteen hundred and. thirty-two, by the Hon
Jan.
14.
with a
of representatives, it will be necessary to decide the
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judoe ofi
We are indebted to Messrs. Holmes and
manner in which electors of President and Vice Presi
said Court:
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
dent shall be chosen ; and also to district the State for Sprague, of the Senate and McIntire & Ev
N the petition of Nathan Goodwin, ad- ,
LA RGE ASSORTMENT OF
ans of the House, for various public documents.
and for the county of York, on the first
the choice of Representatives to Congress.
ministrator of the estate of William Good
The annual report of the Treasurer will furnish you
Monday in January, in the year of our Lord
win, late of Acton, in said county, deceased,
with a statement of the receipts and expenditures for
eighteen hundred and thirty-two, by the Hon
The
Pottery
of
Al
Id
&
Kendrick,
in
Hol

— .ALSO.-r~
the past year. During that time, the sum of one hun
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of representing that the personal estate of said
dred ihirly-two thousand and two hundred dollars has lis, was destroyed by firo oh the 22d ult. No
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
said Court :
A PAIR OF HAY SCALES, standing
been received on account of the Massachusetts claim insurance.
near said store, with thè apparatus belonging
ILLIAM EMERY, Jr. administrator which he owed at the time of fiis-death by
for the services of the militia ; the sum of seventy-nin6
thereto.
of the estate of Caleb Emery, late of the sum of three hundred dollars, and praying
thousand eight hundred and thirty dollars has been re
All the STOCK & FAtlMING UTENfor a license to sell and convey so much of
Eliot, in said county, physician, deceased,
deemed of the debt due from the State ; and twenty
dTOTSEEl.
sils, belonging to the Estate of said Elisha having presented his first account of adminis the real estate of said deceased as may be
eight thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars has
MEETING for the promotion of Tem Allen, to wit—
been loaned to Banks, or invested in Bank stock agree
tration of the estate of said deceased, for al necessary for the payment of said debts and
ably to the Act for that purpose.
perance will be holden at the upper 1 Large Bay Mare,
incidentaLyharges :
lowance ;
As the Stiite is authorized to appoint a Director in meeting-house in this town (late Rev. Mr.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
each Bank in which it has taken stock, pursuant to the Roberts’) on Monday evening next, 16th inst. 1 excellent Yoke of Oxen, 21 Cows,
ORDERED,—That the said administra
act of the last session , it is necessary that provision
Sheep, Carts, Wheels, Ploughs, Chains, &c. tor give notice to all persons interested, by tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and
at
6
o
’
clock.
A
general
and
punctual
attend

should also be made by law, specifying the manner in
to all persons interested in said estate, by caus
ance is requested. A number of gentleman About 20 Tons Hay, 1 Chaise and Harness, causing a copy of this order to be published ing a copy of this order to be published in
which such directors shall be appointed.
three weeks-successively in the Kennebunk
It has been suggested, that much inconvenience and may be expected to take part.
[Com. Sleigh and Harness, Buffalo, &c.
liability to mistake may arise from the practice of sub
— i.ALtSO.: —
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
Kennebunk, Jan. 14, 1831.
mitting accounts against the State to the Legislature,
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court bunk, in said county, three wveks successive
All
the
FURNITURE
in
the
House
in
for the purpose of being there audited and settled. It
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to
which the said Elisha Allen lived, consisting of !t0
at South-Berwick, in said county,
HYMENEAL
is believed, that a law requiring them in the first in
on the first Monday in February next, at ten be holden at South-Berwick., in said county,
stance to be presented to the Treasurer, Io be by him
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew on the first Monday in February next, at ten
examined and allowed, and afterwards reported to the
MARRIED—In Dover, N. H. on the 5th inst.
Legislature, would facilitate the despatch of business, Mr. William C. Baker, of this town, to Miss
cause, if any they have, why the said ac of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
an ! ensure a more careful examination than could be Rebecca Roberts, of D.
Tables,
&,c.
count should not be allowed.
tition should not be granted.
conveniently given to them £>y a committee whose time
Attest,
W
m
.
L
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
N. B. Sale to continue from day to day
is often necessarily taken up with the more important
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy,—Attest,
__________ OBITUARY.
eoncerns of the State.
until all is sold. Terms liberal.
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
I am not a*vare of many subjects to which it is ne
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
FRANCIS A. ALLEN, Executor.
DIED—In this town, on Tuesday morning
Jan. 14.
cessary at this time particularly to invite your attention.
Jan. 7.
Sanford, January 10, 1832.
There is reason to believe, therefore, that .your present last, M^s. Nancy L. Osborn, consort of Mr.
session will be as remarkable, for the shortness of its James Osborn, aged 69 vears.
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
duration, as for the wisdom and patriotism which, un
In York, 6th inst. Mrs". Olive, wife of Mr.
and for the County of York, on thefirst Mon
T the close of the above Sale, I shall offer
der the invoked blessing and guidance of Divine Prov Joseph Weare, aged 51
day in January, in the year of our Lord Remaining in the Post- Offce at Kennebunk,
to the highest bidder a GRIST MILL,
idence. will, l am confident, continue to prevail in
In Biddeford, 4th inst. .Mrs. Miriam Wadlin,
December 31, 1831.
your deliberations, and characterize all your measures. widow of the late Mr. William Wadlin, aged 83
j having two run stones, a few rods from theeighteen hundred and thirty-two, by the Hon.
The noble building in which you are now for the years.
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
village—recently owned by Elisha Allen, Esq.
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
first time assembled, is the result of the wisdom of pre
Court :
SA BROWN,—Rev. Phidip ChamberIn Smith-Berwick, 8th inst. Mrs. Elizabeth C. deceased—Property, in which money cannot
vious Legislatures ; and all that was cbUfided-to the
__ X Vlilain
—Elder Frederick Cogswell
—Miss
Government of the past year was to complete the work wife of Charles E. Norton, Esq. and daughter of be more safely invested.—The Mill is in good
N the petition of Bethular
iivij
1 T
Ju® JL
rafton
1X1 (J JU A. .Xv
I JtvAJc
a
----which had been so ably commenced. 'Though it has Narthend Cogswell, Esq. aged 31 years.
repair, and standing in a central situation,
administratrix of the estate of Benja- E1,y Colby—Thomas Dorman.
often been suggested, ¡hat some improvements might
In Eliot, 14th ult. Mr. Alpheus Shapleigh, having plenty of water, . andplentyofcus.. ■
[min Trafton, late of Alfred, in said countv,
H. I. J. K. L. M.
originally have been made in the plan, yet it was im aged 34 years.—26th ult. widow Elizabeth Neil,
tom increases its value., After deducting one deceased, representing that the personal es___________
_____ ______
Daniel
Hodsdon,____
Jun.—Josiah
Hutchins—
possible to adopt them after the building had far ad aged 87 years.
half
the
profits
for
the
Miller,
it
pays
twenty
vanced. As it is, however, we have reason to con
tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay Mrs. Tabitha Hutchins,—Miss Fanny JefIn
South-Berwick,
26th
ult.
Mr.
John
Hooper,
per cent, yearly.
gratulate our fellow citizens upon the possession of a aged 80 years.
the just debts which he owed at the time of! ferds,—Col. Jesse Kimball—Miss Mary KimCapitol, which is an ornament to the State, and in
‘.-.ALSO-:.
his death by the sum of one hundred and sev- i ball,—Geo. & I. Lord, 3—Francis A. Lord, 2
In Exeter, N. H. 26th ult. Mrs. Mary, wife of
beauty of materials and style of execution, inferior to
Nineteen
twenty-fourths
of
a
Water
Priv

enty five dollars and sixty-four cents, and!—Miss Betsey S. Littlefield—David Little, Runo building for a similar purpose among our sister Mr. James Folsom, aged 69.
ilege
a
few
rods
above
said
Mill,
where
was
praying for a license to sell and convey so ! fus Lunt,—Joseph W. Mitchell—Mrs. Susan
At Kittery-point, Miss Mary Mitchell, aged 85.
Stales, Of the faithfulness and diligence with which
formerly
situated
a
Saw-Mill,
commonly
call

the Commissioner has performed the laborious duties
much of the real estate of said deceased, as Morrison.
At Farmington, Mr. Abel Catlin, 86, formerly
ofhis appointment in superintending the completion of Litchfield, Conn.
ed the Nason Mill—and Iron Works.—Con may be necessary for the payment ofsaid debts
N. O. P. Q. R. g.
and finishing of this edifice, the work around you furn
At Great Falls, Somersworth, N. H. Mercy sidering the situation ; the facilities of and incidental charges : and also that by a
Andrew
B.
Shute—-Miss Sophia Smith.
ishes the most satisfactory evidence.
Colcord, of Parsonsfield, aged 38.
building (Brick, Stone and Lumber being partial sale of said real estate the residue will
Though the cost of this House lias been great, yet
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
In Waterborough, 1st inst. Mr. Elligood Mills, plenty and cheap,) Wood, Labour and Pro be greatly injured, and praying for license to
it is not equal to the amount which has been usually
George G. Taylor—Edwin Towne—Samu
expended in erecting public buildings of a simi lar kind. aged 87. He settled in Waterborough, near visions cheap and easily to be obtained, ren sell the whole of said real estate :
el Treadwell.
26
The expense, perhaps, will not be regretted when we. Limerick, in 1776, when there were but four ders it one of the best Privileges for a Facto
ORDERED
—
That
the
petitioner
give
no

consider that it is intended not only for the accommo fainffies in Limerick—Joseph Hodgdon, James ry that the state of Maine 8an boast of.—The
JAMES
OSBORN,
Jun. Post-Master.
tice
thereof
to
the
heirs
of
said
deceased,
and
Perry,
Benjamin
Durgin,
and
Isaiah'Foster
—
and
dation of the present age. but will be transmitted to
future generations as a monument of the liberality and four families in Cornish. During the revolu distance to Kennebunk is 14 miles ; to Wells to all persons interested in said estate, by causpatriotism of their predecessors. And while those u ho tionary war, Mr. Mills, in a privateer of 24 guns, 12 miles ; to Great Falls (present rout) 15 : ing a copy of this order to be published in the
succeed us on the stage of action, shall sitin these halls, was taken by a British man of war, of 60 guns. miles, (contemplated rout) 10 or 12—two Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk,
Remaining in the Post Office, at Berwick, Me.
and contemplate the history of the present time, may From this ship he and some of his companions miles from Spring Vale Print Works ; which
they find nothing in the public or private transactions escaped. While she lay anchored about a mile Works convert into Calico nearly as much in said county, three weeks successively, that
Dec. 31, 1831.
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
of their fathers, that can give cause for regret, or shall
B. E. F. H. L. M.
not be equally calculated to excite sentiments of patri from the land near New-London, in the night, cotton cloth as a small Factory would be able j holden at South Berwick, in said county, on
with the connivance of a friendly sentinel on the to furnish.—The Pond is about one mile
otic pride, satisfaction and gratitude.
OSEPH BRACKETT, Joseph
forecastle, they silently let themselves down in length, and in the severest drought noth , the first Monday in February next, at ten of
SAMUEL E. SMITH.
Samuel Brackett, 2,—Haie A • • ■ .
from the bows into the sea, and swam to the ing but prudence and a Good Dam are requir | the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause if
Council Chamber, Augusta, Jan. 9th, 1832.
1 any they have, why the prayer of said petition Edward Fogg,—Ivory Hovy‘, Oliver,
shore ; where they were cordially received and
Hoag & Lang,—Thaddeus Morrell.
clothed, and returned home. In 1798, daring a ed to furnish a sufficient quantity of Water. j should not be granted.
O. P. R. S. T. W.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
little reviving, he professed religion in the con By Cutting a Canal some 20 or 30 Rods,
A true copy,—Attest,
church in Limerick, on the same day which could be easily effected, there would
Francis
P.
Odiorn,—Parks & Harris,^-Rob
SATURDAY, JANUARY. 14, 1S32. gregational
with seven others. In a revival in his own be a fall of 50 or 60 feet.—Adjoining the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ert Rogers,—Peter M. Stackpole, Martha ‘
above
Mill
and
privilege
are
about
8
or
10
neighborhood
and
family
sometime
before
his
Jan.
14.
State Legislature.—We lay before our
Stagpole,—Reuben Tebbets,—Hanner Whit
death, he was greatly quickened. During an acres of Land, well suited for Buildings, &c.
readers, in this day’s paper, the Governor’s illness of several months he looked forward to which will also be sold.
ham. MOSES HUBBARD, Post-Master.
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Alfred,
within
Message and as much of the proceedings of his dissolution with calmness and hope.
FRANCIS AUG’S. ALLEN.
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon
Limerick Star.
Sanford, January 10,1832.
the Legislature as we can find room for. The
day in January, in the year of our Lord
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eighteen hundred and thirty-two, by the Hon. Remainingin the Post-Office at Kennebunk
Message is a well written document, giving an
SHIP NEWS.
port, January 1,1832.
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
interesting exposition of the affairs of the State.
Court :
B. C. D. F/J.,.MV
fplHE
Stockholders
of
the
Kennebunk
KEMEBUAK,
JANUARY
14.
The Legislature has progressed rather slowly
A
Bank are notified to meet at said Bank R ATHAN D. APPLETON and Abiel
OHN BELLOWS,—Jothffm L. Cleaves,
in organizing the State Government, owing
»MEMORANDA.
Hall, guardians of Henry H. Griffin,
on Monday, the 30th January inst. at one -Ll
George Cross, Mrs. A. MfcCloud,—Wil
principally to the questions which have arisen
Ar. at Portland, 5th inst brig William, Mc- o’clock P. M.—to decide on the manner of Wm. P. Griffin, Mary Ann Griffin and Sarah
liam C. Daniels,—Ephraim Freeman.—W. H.
in regard to the right of certain members of lellan, Point Petre, ?,ov. 8, with 80 hhda. mo disposing of the Bank building and other ef Jane Griffin, minors, and children of Charles Jefferds,—EliphaletP. Miller.
lasses to A. McLellan. The Wm. experienced fects—as the concerns of the corporation Griffin, late of Alfred, in said county, black
P. S.
the Senate and House to their seats.
very severe weather, and has been 30 days on must, according to the provisions of the law, smith, deceased, having presented their first
Dudley H. Prescott, Mrs. BenjanTin Per
The two branches met in convention on the coast between Portland, and Halifax. * Dec. be closed up by the 17th March next.
accounts of guardianship of their said wards, kins,—Theodore Stevens, Samuel Smith.
Tuesday last, to choose seven Councillors, •5, lat. 36, Ion. 61, while lying to under a balancePer order,
for allowance :
OLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
reefed trysail, was knocked down, shipped a
HENRY CLARK, Cashier.
a nd a Secretary of State.
ORDERED—That the said guardians
heavy sea, lost stern boat, galley, spare rigging
January
10,
1832.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
At the first balloting for Councillors the harness casks, and completely swept decks,—
ing a copy of this order to be published three
shifted cargo and lost 10 hhds. ; lost nearly all
result was as follows :
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
HE Members of the Kennebunk Fire
129 votes, the sails.
Nathaniel Clark had
in port, at New-Orleans, 17th nit. Philetns,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Society, are hereby notified that their
132
Allen H. Cobb
E
the
subscribers.having
been
appoint

Morrill, repairing; brigs Horace, Foss, ot this
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
annual meeting will beholden at Frost’s
133
Hezekiah Prince
ed by the Hon/ Wm. A. Hayes, Esq. : that
port, for freight or charter ; Lima, Lord, of do.
heldto at Saco, in said county, on the first Mon Hotel on the 31 st day of January inst. at 6
132
Audge of Probate for the County of York,
Alfred Pierce
loading for Boston ; Vernon, Durrill, of do. for
day in March next, at ten of the clock in the o’clock P. M. at which time persons wishing
116
Wm. B. Webber
freight or charter; George, Lord, of do. do.— receive and examine the claims of the several forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
to unite with the society can apply.
125
Charles Peavey
Freights dull—to Liverpool, cotton | to ¿d—to creditors to the estate of
why the said accounts should not be allowed.
Supper at an early hour.
69
Havre, 11 cent. Total number of vessels in port
Samuel P. Strickland
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
JOSHUA LITTLEFIELD,
JOHN LILLIE, Secretary.
171.
61
Nathaniel Hobbs
Kennebunk, January 7th, 1832.
Cid. at Boston, 6th, brig Sabat, Wm. Cole, late of Wells, yeoman, deceased, represented A true Copy—Attest,
63
Noah Hinkley
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
NeW'-Orleans, with ice.
insolvent, hereby give notice that six months
61
Lucius Barnard
January 14.
At Barbadoes, Dec. 3d, brig Com. Preble, Per are allowed to said creditors to bring in and
SHERIFFS SALE.
60
Eleazer Coburn
kins,
of
this
port,
unc
;
Brig
Brutus,
Gould,
for
prove
their
claims,
and
that
we
shall
attend
to
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within York ss. HpAKEN on execution, all the
62
Ezra Fisk
St. Vincents, sailed day before.
that
service
at
the
late
dwelling
house
of
the
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
62
Andrew Wjtham:
’ ’ Il right in equity which James
Ar. at Norfolk, 28th, schr. Packet, Perkins, of deceasedin Wells, on the last Monday of this
day in January, in the year of our Lord Fairfield, of Kennebunk, in said county,
62
Moses Fuller
this port, Barbadoes, 3d Dec. and 11 days from
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-two,
by
the
Hon

and the five following months, from two to
61
has to redeem or purchase the following de
Sewall Prescott
Rum Key.
ourable WILLIAM A. HAVES, Judge of scribed real estate, situate in said Kennebunk,
26
Scattering,
Ar. at Gloucester, 1st inst. sloop Rebecca, five o’clock in the afternoon.
said
Court
:
THEO. WELLS,
nd the six first were elected. In the second Kennebunk, for Newburyport; Ann Greeley,
viz. the dwelling-house, land and other build
OSES HEARD, executor of the last will ings
JONATHAN CLARK.
where said Fairfield now lives, and his
ballot, S. P. Strickland had 87, and on the Hough, Saco for Norfolk.
and
testament
of
N
athaniel
H
eard
,
Wells, January 10, 1832.
Ar. at Squam, 28th, sloop Packet, Cain, from
right
to the land purchased of John Downing
third ballot, he had 107, and was elected.
late
of
Sanford,
in
said
county,
yeoman,
de

Wells, in distress, with loss of cables, anchors,
and Samuel Downing. Said lot lies on the
Roscoe G. Greene had 132 votes for Sec boat
ceased, having presented his first account of Alewiveroad
and other damage.
so called.
retary of State, and was elected. Edward
>3 administration of the estate of said deceased,
S
poken.
The
same
will
be sold at Public Auction,
for
allowance
:
Russel received 62 votes.
Dec. 11, lat. 17 40, Ion. 59 20, brig Syren, Fer
near the store of Daniel Wise, Co. in Ken
OTICE is hereby given that the bills of
ORDERED-—That the said executor give nebunk, on Saturday, the fourteenth day of
The whole number of votes thrown for naid, 109 days from Stockholm for New-York—
the Kennebunk Bank will continue to notice to all persons interested, by causing a
'Governor at the election in September last, was short of provisions and making for St. Thom
January, A. D. 1832, at two of the clock in
be redeemed at said Bank, until the seven

copy
of this order to be published three
duly and constitutionally returned, according as for supplies.
teenth day of March next—when (agreeably weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga the afternoon.
to the report of the Committee on the Guber
The same having been attached on a writ
to the provisions of a law of the State) its zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
natorial votes, was
50,219
will be closed up and a final- distri that they may appear at a Probate Court to in favor of Simon Nowell.
COPARTNERSHIP concerns
Necessary to a choice
25,110
JAMES LARRABEE, D. Sheriff,
bution made of its capital among the stock be held at South-Berwick, in said county, on
Samuel E. Smith had
28,292
Nov. 26, 1831.
holders.
the first Monday in February next, at ten of
Daniel Goodenow had
21,821 FipHE subscribers have formed a connexion By order of the President and Directors,
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
Maj. for S. over all other candidates, 6,365 A. in business, under the firm of
HENRY' CLARK, Cashier.
HEMWCK. PLANK.
any they have, why the said account should
January 14, 1832.
The committee further reported that the
not be allowed.
BOAsms.
votes of Wiscasset were counted during an and have taken the Stone Store, (recently ocAttest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
adjournment of their town meeting, and that | cupied by Smith & Mellen,) where they ofIf
FEET
Hemlock Plank 2 inches
A true copy—Attest,
said votes were rejected by the committee. , fer a good assortment of
thick, and 10 M.. feet Hemlock
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
HIS
may
certify
that
T
homas
B
ragdon
,
Boards square edged and free from shakes,
And that in the return of the votes from
Jan. 7.
GOODS
forbids all traders and innholders, and
Boydstown no certificate appeared on the j
wanted by
PALMER & MILLER.
,
all
the
inhabitants
in
the
state
of
Maine,
trust

Kennebunk, Jan. 4,1832.
, outside that it was sealed up in open town I at fair prices for cash, produce or short credit.
ing
A
lice
B
ragdon
,
the
wife
of
T
homas
Saco, Jan. 1, 1832.
'meeting. The votes from this town were
Bragdon. If any one will fetch her to me,
JOHN P. MELLEN,
counted by the committee.
and a hundred dollars that she took out of my
A. F. SYMONDS.
ANTED by the subscriber a quantity of
desk and house in goods which she took
UTWe are obliged to defer our diary of con
URKS ISLAND and Liverpool SALT
P. S. All Persons indebted to the late firm from me shall receive Seven and Six pence
White Oak Ilhd. KOOPS.
For Sale by
’
gressional proceedings and several other articles
of
SMITH
&
MEEEEN,
Reward.
THOMAS BRAGDON.
prepared for this paper, to rnaka room for the
WM. LORD.
PALMER & MILLER.
i
are
requested
to
make
payment.
I
Wells,
December
3,1831.
•Governor’s Message.
Dec. 23, 1831.
Jan. 5,1832.
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S'i'AYs»

NOTICE TO RHEUMATIC

INVALIDS!

“ Let him be stricken from the roils T—Dr.
PECTOIIAI. »ALSAM,
Randolph, who carried the challenge of Maj.
POETRY.
JI sttfc and very efficacious remedy Jot
ApTexeellentstaud for a Store and Potash—
Eaton to Mr. Ingham, and was required to
ERSONS suffering tinder Rheumatic Af
particularly for one who wishes to setre^o-n his office, has had another office created
From the New York Constellation.
WTOHi jLO WK
fections are respectfully assured that
for him. He has been appointed a sort of
tie down for permanent business—where they can obtain of the proprietor and his
general Messenger to our ministers in Europe. THIS remedy is one that has been pre much could now be done, and constantly in agents a safe and admirable remedy for
TO AULD WINTER.
pared with special reference to the creasing—in a good town and neighborhood,
Improba pugat biems; indignature, quod ausim In other words, he is about to make a tour of
RHEUMATISM, however obstinate the
valuable
which is
Europe like John Randolph at the public ex early stages of those complaints of the breast, 1j
ajuabje water power, which
is now
how in
Scriber, so rigidas incutiente minas.—Ovid.
pense._ What will Gen. Jackson do next for I -oduced
colds, mat
that by
by a ^ayv
SaW mill
produced by
oy corns,
uy neglect, so often s| r(. ¡improved
mproVeci oy
mm and Carding ma~ disorder may be, and in all its different
Auld Winter, wi’yer chills an’ blains,
lav the foundation of Consumption ; and yet, | Wine—can now be had on application to the stages.
_
Mrs. Eaton’s relatives ?
I see ye thro’ my window panes,
He has also created another foreign mission which if seasonably attended to and judicious subscriber
Sahkin at me yer icy chains
by appointing a Mr. Nelson of Maryland min ly treated, will yield to the proper remedies.
Also, a Blacksmith Wanted.
Wi muckle ire,
ister to Naples. No such mission is provided
This preparation has been found by repeat
An excellent stand for a Blacksmith, who
As ye would touch my very banes
for
by
law.
—
Kennebec
Journal.
ed
trials
to
be
successful
in
curing
coughs,
By my ain fire.
can have the immediate business of probably will afford immediate relief to the patient,
.hoarseness and soreness of the lungs and more than sixty families, can be had as above.
The New-York Commercial says :“ About $700,000 throat, produced by colds and the influenza.
and has sometimes been attended with such
I know ye by yer chillin’ blaw,
of precious metals left this port, in several packets,
It may be taken without subjecting the The shop will probably be ready to receive an extraordinary success as to cure the most
I know ye by yer look sae raw,
the rnronventence of ati alteration j
recently, for Europe.’’
distressing Rheumatism in twenty-four
I know ye by yef features a’
person to
t--------------[This money is exported to Europe to pay in food or any confinement from air or i
Frae tap to toe,
hours, even when of years standing.
"
1
1
mer.
It
will
have
the
privilege
of
doing
the
Iron
for foreign manufactured goods—broadcloths, unpleasant effects, yet warm clothing affords .
Yer icy han’s yer face o’ snow
This highly valuable Liniment is recom
work
of
a
Grist
Mill,
with
two
run
of
Stone,
An’ frosty paw.
wool, &c. &c. which with an adequate Tariff an important aid in the cure of these com
mended with a confidence founded on the'
which
is
now
in
progress
of
being
erected.
would in a few years all be produced in this plaints.
None need apply but such as can bring good experience of many years, not only as a
Wi’ notice short ye cam this year,
country—thus putting millions of dollars into
For Sale by
Showin’ yer phiz sae cauld an drear,
cure for that excrutiating disease, but as an.,
recommendations.
the pockets of the American workmen which
JOHN
LILLIE,
Kennebunk.
Enough to chill the heart wi fear,
Also, .a Clotliier is Wanted. excellent application for Stiffness of the
now go into British hands.]
An’ muckle dread,
One of the best stands in the county fora joints, Numbness, Sprains, Chilblains, ^c.
To see yer frightfu’ face appear,
Clothier, can be had as above. No one near
The Norfolk Beacon says, “ among the
Among a mass of testimony in favor of
An’ heer yer tread.
er than twelve miles. A good and faithful the success of the Liniment as a thorough
mutineers recently landed at Norfolk, from
workman, would at once command the im
Yel’.dr aye my nose a ’turnin blue,
the U. S. schr. Porpoise, which sailed from St.
EQUEST all persons having unsettled mediate business of probably more than one remedy for Rheumatism, the proprietor
My cheeks ye paint a purple hue,
Thomas on the 28th Nov., are two seamen
accounts
with
them
to
call
and
make
Ye nip my lugs a’ thro’ and thro’,
hundred and thirty families. First rate rec selects the following'as presenting genuine'
charged with piracy—one of them is supposed
payment or settle their accounts without fur

An’ gar me shake
ommendations
will be required.— Ihose in instances of its efficacy.
to have been an associate of the notorious
Like soger in the battle new,
ther notice—“ Short reckonings make long pursuit of places for the above branches of
G
ibbs
,
and
the
other
is
charged
with
having
Jffew and Surprising Cases.
Or an earthquake.
been concerned in the destruction of H. B. M. friends.”—'The beginffing of the year is the business are invited to come and look for A gentleman, Mr. R. of Charlestown, (who
time
to
look
over
and
square
up
accounts.
packet “ Red Pole,” the particulars of which
themselves.
Ye ha’ na feelin’ for the poor,
Some other trades would find good encour-, can be referred to) had been confined to histransaction have been a mystery since the Those who cannot pay can settle, and those
But aye ye bust the cabin door,
that
neglect
to
do
either
May
expect
to
be
agemerit here—particularly a good Tanner \ bed most of the time for a week, suffering
time of her sailing from Buenos Ayres, in
An’ strike into the fa’ heart’s core
called upon in a different way.
Wi’ ruthless dip,
and Curriercould he connect with it the j most excrutiating pain from Rheumatism ;
1827.”
Kennebunk, Dec. 31, 1831.
The while yer victim’s on the floor
manufacturing a part of his own Leather, eith- after having had recotirse to the round of
In yer cauld grip.
er as Shoe-Maker or Saddler.
j antidotes usually resorted to in this com
The celebrated India or Chinese paper, so cs iairs
ooking
The above mentioned stands for business, ■ plaint, but wiihout benefit; and while iir
much in request by engravers for their finest
Ye’re na content wi’ freezin’ a’,
are situated near the head of Webb’s Pond, this slate of suffering*, and no prospect of
impressions, is made from the inner* bark of
Ye’re na content yer breath to bla£^
ILLIAM LORD has just received a surrounded by settlements,—where two coun relief,. Mr. Caleb Symmes, who was his
the mulberry tree.
Wi’ rattlin’ hail and fleecy thaw,
lot ofChairs and Gilt framed Look ty roads now branch out from each other, are
Our lugs to greet.
connected with the best Water Power in the neighbor, and who (owing to the extraordiirBut ye maun bring yer splashin’ thaw
La Belle Assemblee states, that it is the ing Glasses.
town,
where business in Lumber, Wool card- ;I ary benefit he had himself experienced from
To soak our feet.
December 24, 1831.
opinion of many that the Cholera Morbus is
ing and Brick-making is now carried on—and j; its use,) recommended the article with such
generated by animalculse, which settle on the
Wanted Immediately,
Ye’re round my cot a searchin’ bin
are so situated as. to town roads, the lay of confidence as induced Mr. R. to make use'
skin and infuse the poison into the pores. If
Wi’ yellin’ blasts and glimmerin’ din,
the land, and location in the town, as natu of il, which he did, with the usual successsuch
is
the
case,
the
most
certain
prevention
WOOtl.
COISN
and
OJIT®,
There’s nae a crack but ye’ll get in,
rally to command most of the business of a
is camphor lotion, applied to the surface of,
those indebted to the subscriber, who large and thriving township, and probably attending its administration, viz ; immediate
And stay to boot,
the body ; for no animalcule will touch the
prefer paying in these articles to Cash. will eventually near the whole of it, together mitigation of pain, relief, and cure !
Unless I drive ye out again,
skin when scented with camphor.
iURLEIGH SMART.
An’ faith I’ll do’t.
Mr. T. of this city, was attacked with a
with some of the adjoining towns.
very violent Rheumatism in.his back, which
__Dec.
17.
____
___________________
Ye need na look sae fierce at nie,
Reduction of Duties.—Teas imported from
Also?a®odNew I^and fw Sale.. an application of this Liniment (on going to
Glcwrin’ frae out yer vengeful’ ee,
China or other places east of the Cape of
The subscriber will give the choice of Lots
For be assur’d that I’ll mak free
Good Hope, in vessels of the United States,
ANDEL & HAYDN, and Bridge-J of excellent Landin Weld, Phillips, North-!■ bed) instantly relieved, and cured by moYnTo send ye hame
used any thing
ifow pay the following duties. Bohea, 4
water Collections of SACRED.! Salem, and Plantations No. 1 and No. 8,—at ; ing—observes he
Wi’ fire an’ coals, if need there be
cents per pound ; black, 10.; green, 12 ; hy
which gave him so much and so great relief.
MUSIC, for sale by the dozen or single,from
at 6s. to 7s. 6d. per acre.
Pit in yer wame.
son and young hyson, 18 ; imperial, gunpow publishers'’ prices, by
An old Revolutionary Officer near Bos
D. REM1CH.
--- ------- Also, Two half Townships of
der, and gomee, 25 cents.
ton, was sorely afflicted lor years with >
FAME.
Dec. 17, 1831.
_______
Coffee, one cent per lb. and Salt, 10 cts.
NEW
SAM.
Rheumatic complaints, especially in his
BY MISS BAILLIE.
per bushel of 56 lbs. This rate commenced
The subscriber will give the choice half of joints and limbs, which were frequently
Oh ! who shall lighly say that fame
1st
inst.
Two Townships of Land, already organized
Is nothing but an empty name !
ANTED by the subscriber as plantations, with Mills erected, and roads in much swollen,—could obtain only tempora
Whilst in that sound there is a charm
ry relief frBni medical advice, or the use of
good
ship
timber
for
vesIt is said that Missouri, Ohio and Kentucky
The nerves to brace, the heart to warm,
much progress. And to a company of two various remedies, and had dispaired ofhelp;
’ X seis from fifty to three hundred or more, on terms unusually favorable.
will support Col. R. M. Johnson for the office
As thinking of the mighty dead,
when a friend who had witnessed the wonThe young from slothful equeh will start,
of Vice President, in the Jackson Convention
tons.
ALSO—-He has for sale several places with j derful effects of this Liniment, advised him
And vow, with lifted hands outspread,
to be held at Baltimore.
more or less improvements on them.—Among
Like them to act a noble part ?
A Copper-fastened BRIG of which is one of 190 acres good land—40 into to make use of it, which he did, with the
In
New
York
there
were
203
deaths
last
Oh ! who shall lightly say-that fame
about 250 tons, now on the stocks. grass, 150 apple-trees on it, barn, shed with a most happy effect ; it reduced the swelling
week, in Philadelphia, 189, in Boston 76.
in one night.
Is nothing but an empty name !
All persons indebted to the Subscriber are chimney, and a house frame—say 8 tons of hay
The Journal of Commerce, speaking of the
When, but for those, our mighty dead,
(This article is considered so superior
and 2 or 3 thousand of boards. This lies on
great mortality in these cities, adds—“ If we requested to settle and pay.
All ages past a blank would be,
the road from Phillips to No. one.
to every thing else, and to possess such un
WILLIAM GOOCH.
inquire for the cause of this uncommon mortal
Sunk in oblivion’s murky bed—
Another of 600, on the north side of Ellis common virtues, that it is orderedfrom dis
Wells, Dec. 15, 1831. .
A desert bare, a shipless sea ?
ity, it is to be found in that deceitful parent of
Pond in No. 8, with a small orchard on it—- tant parts of the country.)
They are the distant objects seen—
disease, the influenza. Unheeded as this
and say 25 acres into grass. This for beauty of
Commissioners’ Aotice.
The lofty marks of what hath been.
epidemic generally is, we have little doubt
An agent recently writes : “ Please send
E having been appointed by the Judge situation and excellence of land is well worth me a further supply of Jebb’s Liniment the
that with us it is more destructive to human
examining.
—
All
the
above
will
be
sold
on
ac

of
Probate
for
the
county
of
York
to
O ! who shall lightly say that fame
life, either by its direct or proximate influence,
commodating
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disThe brightest rays of cheering shed,
Weld, County of Oxford, Nov. 22, 1831.
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Another agent writes: “I wish you to
>
may.
”
That point to immortality ? /
ed, whose estate is represented insolvent, give
forward me some more of Jebb’s Liniment,
notice that six months commencing the twen
which has recommended itself very highly.”
Mr. P. G. Nagle, boot-maker, Philadelphia, ty-eighth day of November instant, have been
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The Prophet Elijah!!!—About ten or
bv the administration of
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Lord 1831.
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Capt. Clark, of schr. Sinbad, at New York twelve days since a fellow, who is believed to
DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR THE
PELATIAH HARMON,
Gro. de Naples Silk ; Pongee ; Barrage ;
from Tampico, states that on his outward be “ more knave than fool,” visited our town,
WILLIAM HOBSON.
White and Colored Cambricks ; Muslins ;
passage, being becalmed off Dead Man’s Key, and, as we are informed, proclaimed from the
Laces ; Linens ; Black Silk & Tabby Velvets;
he landed at Salt Key, in a small cove, and pulpit, that be was the prophet Elijah. He
Green and Plaid Table-cloths; Oil Cloth ;
found on shore a 6 lb. cannon, (no carnage,) said he knew the people would not believe it,
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a grave, and some bones and crockery ware, but that it was true.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Reg.
gates and removes the symptoms
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.
Comforters
Polly, of Hampton,” and-below it, “ Had Co
Old People.—’There were found in the
and increase the danger of the patient, viz.;
plank for a vessel of about 280 j ]y[ens’ and Boys’ Caps, &c. &c.
lumbia,” (in Spanish,)a schooner carved with United States during the last census, 2651
ELIJAH BETTES.
pains in the Loins—Headache—loss of
an American ensign, and the following names persons who were 100 years old and upwards.
Groceries.
Kennebunk-landing, Dec. 16, 1831.
Appetite—Indigestion, and other marks of
and dates
C. H. Martin, Charles M. John
Young Hyson & Souchong Teas ; Coffee ;
debility.
Chocolate ; Cocoa Shells ; Molasses ;
son, July, 1826; Ann Johnson, July 1826; T.
There were 181, deaths in New York week
Rogers, same date ; also another name. The before last, 11 of which were by influenza.
Havana, Porto Rico and Loaf Sugar ;
A relieved Patient writes from a distance,
Island being uninhabitable, Capt. C. supposes
Cheese ; Rice ; Indigo ; Tobacco ; Pork ;
It is but justice to you to inform you, that
the crew of some vessel had been left there
Soap ; Ginger; Pepper ; Spice ; Cassia;
The Belfast (Jackson) Journal intimates
I have used your Dumfries^ Remedy for
Pollock and Hake Fish ; Winter Oil;
that one of the Senators elect from Waldo is
by pirates.
CAI’S.
the Piles for sometime past, and have tound
Corn Brooms, &c. &c.
about to take down the Jackson banner.
it eminently successful.”
UST received a large assortment of CAPS
In the Stationary account of Congress for Whereupon the Journal fulminates a threat.
Ward
War©.
An Officer in the army observes—il I
the year ending the 1st Nov. we find the
of every description.
Knives and Forks ; Shoe Knives ;
following items :—2879 reams of paper, 16 lbs.
have
been troubled for years with the Piles,
Constantly on hand
The Wilmington (Del.) Advertiser of the
Iron and Plated Table Spoons ; Tea do.;
of wax, 540 dozen parchments, 45,000 quills, 15th ult. mentions that John M. Clayton has
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF HATS,
and
have
never found any remedy that
Brass Candlesticks ; Coffee Mills ;
288 knives, 100 lbs. wafers, 390 lbs. candles, resigned
__ _________
all of which will be sold cheap for CASH,
his seat in______
the Senate of the United
would compare with yoiurs. It gave me al
746 doz. tapes, 252 seals, 480 ink-jugs, 480 States. This will be a loss to the National FUR, or LAMB SKINS at the Shop oc Shovel and Tongs ; Iron Shovels ; Bellows ;
most immediate relief.” —
Brushes ; Nails 4d to 40d ;
wafer-boxes, 228 folders, 30 galls, oil, 7 bush Republican party in the Senate.
cupied by
EDWARD GOULD.
7 by 9 & 8—10 Glass, &c. &c.
A Physician and Druggist writes, I
els sand, 188 lbs. twine, 480 sand-boxes.
Oct. 29.
have sold all the medicine you sent me^
Also an assortment of
The number of Sheep in Mass, as per val
which is so highly recommended for the
HOLLOW & CROCKERY WARE.
Another Church Burnt! The Scotch Pres
byterian Church, on the corner of Grand and uation return is 360,682.
Piles. I wish you to send me one dozen
William
Lord.
FBI HE subscribers wish to purchase one
Mercer streets, New York, (Rev. Andrew
more by the bearer.”
The small Pox is said to have disappeared
Kennebunk, December 24,1831.
Stark, Pastor,) was destroyed by fire about from Amherst, or at least to be effectually JL thousand bushefe,- good sound country
corn.
PALMER & MILLER.
The remedy is quite innocent, and may
2 o’clock, on Thursday last. The fire is be checked.
Dec. 10, 1831.
be administered to all ages and both sexes.
lieved to have originated from a spark blown
WOOD & TIMBER LAND Plain and ample Directions with a descrip
into the cornice from an adjacent chimney.
man who keeps a small grocery store in
The building was of brick, nearly new, and thisA town
tion of the complaint accompany each
was
examined
before
Judge
Fitch
cost originally about $12,000. It was insured on Thursday last, charged with having passed
package, which consists of two boxes, one
for $5000. The basement story, occupied counterfeit bills on the U. States Bank, of
ANTED by the subscribers
A LOT OF LAND in Berwick, containing an Ointment and the other an
for the use of an Infant School, was not much the denomination of $10, letter D. payable
GOOD Ship Timber and
on the road leading from Electuary.—Price $ I lor both articles of
injured.—Journal of Commerce.
Plank, suitable for a vessel of 280
Sanford, on the south-west side of 50 centswhere but one is wanted;
to Thos. C. Spotswood, dated March 4, 1830.
_jL,. ' Bonnabeag Pond, to S. Berwick, |
He was bound over in the sum of $300, for
Tons.
The Washington Correspondent of the N. his appearance at the May term of the Su
TITCOMB <fc SMITH.
containing about 72 Acres in the southerly . -fc^LNone genuine unless signed on the’
Y. Am. Advocate complains of Speaker preme Court.
Kennebunk-landing, December 2, 1831.
half
situate j outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
l„:: of the Goodwin
7 ’ Lof
" ; so called,
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Portland Argus.
Stevenson’s selection of the Committee on
about one mile from the Saw and Grist Mills etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor
Manufactures. It is said to have a majority of
NOTICE.
Suicide.—Mrs. Mary Gage, wife of Mr.
near the late Wm. Johnson’s—Also, One day the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale
Anti-Tariff men and to be in reality an “ An John Gage, aged 78 years, committed sui
ZAAME
into the enclosure of in said Saw Mill—and is about one and a half with all the other u Conway Medicines/,
ti Tariff Committee.” This specimen of the cide, in Dover, on Thursday evening last, at
the subscriber, a few days miles North-west from the Pond Mill, adjoin at his counting Room, No. 99, next doorff '
Speaker’s fairness in selecting Committees, Garrison-Hill, by hanging.—Dover Gazette.
since, a RAM. The owner is ing the river, where logs can be floated to said J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of GoorU
almost merits as severe censure as his ap
requested to prove property, pay Mill.—This Lot has a heavy growth of Pine, and Hanoverstreets, near Concert Hall, Bos
pointment of a Judiciary Committee, a ma
Hemlock, White Oak and other hard wood
Fire.—Two barns with nearly 400 bushels charges and take him away.
jority of which are in favor of a virtual “ re
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on it, and its soil is good for cultivation and on
of grain, belonging to Mr. Benjamin Garland,
s
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For
further
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
were burnt at Franklin, N. H. 29th Nov. His
Kennebunk, Dec. 21,1831.
dwelling was also much damaged. $200 in
particulars enquire of
Last Sunday was a cold, boisterous, blus sured on the barns and $1100 on the house
’^ARTICTLAlirWTIEE.
THOMAS J. CUTTS, of Berwick,
tering, but clear day ; and yesterday morning in the N. H. Mutual Insurance Office.—ib.
or of the subscriber at Saco.
LL persons indebted to the late firm of
at the sun one hour and a half high, our Ther
Conditions of Sale.—One third Cash, the
rpHE subscriber offers, for sale his entire
mometer stood at 12 degrees below freezing.
DANIEL WISE CoWare requested
Bills of the Farmer’s Bank, Belchertown, JL Stock of Dry Goods, Crockery and Glass remainder in 1 or 2 years with interest.
This morning it stood at 10 degrees below altered to the Agricultural Bank, are said to Ware, AT COST, for a short time. Those
WM. FROST.
to call, settle and pay immediately, if they
freezing.—Hancock (Georgia') paper, 6th ult.
DANIEL WISE.,
Saco, Nov. 18,1831.
_____________ _ would save cost.
be in extensive circulation, well executed, es wishing to purchase will do well to call and
November 25, 1831.
examine for themselves.
pecially the signatures.
M. T. Hawking has been elected a Repre
DANIEL WISE.
sentative in Congress from the Warren district
A child of Mr. Cyrus Gorden of Augusta,
Nov. 25,1831.
in North Carolina, vice Robert Potter, resign was burnt to death on Sunday evening last,
EET of White Oak 3 inch plank, from 25
Wanted by If. W. I.ord. S Co
ed.
to 40 feet in length, wanted by
by its cotton clothing taking fire.
FOR WHICH THE HIGHEST CASH PRICE
GEORGE W. BOURNE,
for 1832.
WILL BE GIVEN.
HENRY KINGSBURY.
At Albany, it is said, pork is selling at two
D. REMICH’S Bookstore.
Geo. Howard was elected Governor of For Sale at
Goffs.’ Mill Tannery, Sept 28, <831.
Kennebunk-landing, Nov. 30, 1831,
Kennebunk, Dec. 9, 1831.
tents per pound.
Maryland on Wednesday, last week.
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